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Letter from the Publisher
Russian diva Alla Pugacheva has a a funny winter song about three snow horses: of
December, of January and of February. We now ride the last one, February, which is the
fastest, the coldest and the loveliest. February weather in Moscow is unpredictable, but
it surely is the coldest month. Winter clings on, often bitterly. But spring is not far off, so
it is also a month of expectation.
February is also the Valentine month, and in Russia we also have the Day of the Defenders of the Motherland, February 23, The Price of Love provides a view of the baubles
available for gifts in Moscow’s elitny shops. If you’re ready for the next step, there’s also
a bit about Russian wedding traditions in All You Need is Love.
Our cover article is an exclusive interview with the stunning Svetlana Khorkina, twice
an Olympic Gold Medal Gymnast. Svetlana is now a Deputy in the State Duma, and ViceChair of the Duma Committee for Youth.
Olga Slobodkina-von-Bromssen reviews the works of Khrushchev-era artist Dmitry
Krasnopevtsev in the next of her series on the history of Soviet Art. We also have a visit
to St. Catherine’s Monastery in the village of Sukhanovo, a few kilometers outside the
Moscow’s MKAD ring road. Ray Naylor takes us down into the Red Line of the Moscow
Metro for a history lesson.
For our travel articles, Piers Gladstone takes us to Ufa, Ross Hunter to Thailand and
Anne Coombes to Minsk. As an accompaniment, we have suggestions about how to stay
well while traveling from Dr. Christophe Bagot of the European Medical Center.
We put together a last minute Christmas Eve wine tasting at Navarro’s with a few of
the Expats remaining in town to try some New Zealand wines for a taste of summer in
the southern hemispere. You can see our best rated, something to sip while you read
this issue. Enjoy!
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Editor's Choice

The Game

T

he 15th of February is International Day of the Fight Against Children’s Cancer. A charity
project organized by Dina Korzum and Chulpan Khamatova is taking place inside the luxury
department store GUM. Korzun and Khamatova have launched a charity foundation called “Give a
life as a present,” the goal of which is to assist children who are facing cancer. This time they are
supporting a photo exhibition by Alina Vlasova. They invited the children and actors to participate
in the project, hence “The Game.” It features young victims of cancer who do not give up, and
though facing such a serious diagnosis, continue to hope for the best and enjoy playing games.
During the two weeks the exhibition is on, there will be cash donation boxes and all the visitors
to the exhibition will have a chance to contribute. All the money that is collected will be spent
on treatments for the children. Korzum and Khamatova, through their Foundation along with
volunteers, support four clinics for children in Moscow. They raise funds and organize charity
campaigns.

February 15 – March 1
GUM
Open: 10:00-22:00

Jazz+Electro+Lounge? – Gabin!

T

he original Gabin, a French actor known for his portrayals of jaded, faded anti-heroes in 1930’s
films, might have chuckled ironically if he had been told that a half-century after his heyday two
Italian musicians would name a lounge-music project after him. But if he had listened to the music,
he would have understood. It’s full of languid grace and melancholy, and is undeniably stylish – exactly what you’d expect to hear in a Parisian cafe or supper club. Just to add to the effect, many of
the song titles and lyrics are in French. Fillippo Cary and Max Bottini, the men behind this curious
project, came from vastly different musical backgrounds. Cary is a DJ, and spent much of the 90s
presiding over chill-rooms in Rome’s major venues. Bottini, a jazz bassist, has spent the past decade
performing with the likes of Scofield and Coghan. Together, they have created a jazz-lounge hybrid;
difficult to categorize, but easy on the ear. Their eponymous debut has been variously described as
down-tempo, mellow house, and Latin jazz. Various guest artists contribute to the melange. Their
concerts do not normally last more than 90 minutes, but that is time enough to make you lose your
mind, in a positive sense of course!

February 16
B1 Maximum
23:00

Polo a la Russe

T

he Mercury Snow Polo Cup is taking place at the Otrada Equestrian Center. Though it is
more usual to watch polo in the summer, the winter version is becoming increasingly
popular in Europe and Latin America. The first competition in winter polo took place in St.
Moritz in 1985. The rules of the winter game coincide with the summer version except for
the size of the field and the color of the ball. The winter ball is brighter and bigger and the
field is the same size as for footsal (mini football). In Russia as in Switzerland the climate
makes it possible to hold competitions in both summer and winter. The show is going to
be spectacular indeed. Four teams, 3 players each, are to compete during 5 periods or
chukkas. Each team is led by a captain from Great Britain or Argentina, the nations where
polo is most popular. The team members’ names are still to be released. The Moscow Cup
is on the calendar, along with Aspen (U.S.), Kitzbul (Austria), Mezhev (France), St. Moritz
(Switzerland) and Cortina (Italy).

February 16 – February 17
Otrada Equestrian Center
12:30

Mariinsky Premiere in Moscow

G

olden Mask takes place in Moscow every spring. The festival was launched in 1994 to praise
best theater productions in all kinds of theater art: from drama to puppet theater. In February,
Mariinsky’s premiere ballet productions are a preface to the festival. Any performance by Valery
Gergiev and his theater is a special event for the muscovite audience. This is a unique chance to see
most prominent and exciting works from Saint Petersburg. So, this time this is an opera production
of “Electra” and one-act ballets, “Serenade”, “Ring” and “Awakening of Flora”. The first one is an
early Strauss composition, staged by Jonathan Kent, whereas it was the famous Paul Brown who
invented the magnificent scenerios. Larisa Gogolevskaya performs the lead part, impressing the audience with her incredible dramatic force. “Serenade” is a classical George Balanchine production of
Pyotr Tchaikovsky’s composition. “Awakening of Flora” was reconstructed by Sergey Vikharev from
the notes of the stage director, N. Sergeev, which are kept in Harvard. Pavel Bubelnikov, the conductor, managed to reconstruct the composer’s Riccardo Drigo’s scores and Mikhail Shishlyannikov
recreated the costumes from sketches in theater funds and libraries. The result is simply stunning!
All the beauty of the drowned civilization in one theater act…
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February 5, 25, 26
Bolshoi Theater (New Stage)
19:00

Editor's Choice

Pushkin Museum New Exposition
or a museum like Pushkin Museum of Fine Arts a new exposition is a notable event. We can trace
back the history of the museum through those dates when it changed and, every time, was enriched. It was opened in 1912 at Ivan Tsvetaev’s initiative as an educational center for Moscow University, and mainly displayed ancient architecture and sculpture plaster-casts. In 1924, there appeared
a hall for pictures of Old Masters. After the World War II the exposition was vastly enriched by works
of Impressionists and Expressionists which had been in store for many years. It had not been safe
to make a suggestion like that in those years. Yet thanks to that idea, the Museum first of all became
what it is now – a universal museum of Western Art, and even more, it became one of the richest and
most famous collections in the world. Since 2005 the Arts of the 19th and 20th centuries have been
located in the adjacent, beautiful, newly-restored building, whereas the main building of the Museum
is dedicated to the Arts of the Ancient World and Arts of the 15–18th centuries. The Italian, French,
Flemish, Spanish Art halls have been redecorated, making it possible to enlarge the exposition.

”Madonna with Saints” by G. B. Tiepolo

F

Pushkin Museum of Fine Arts
14, Volkhonka Street
Open: 10:00-18:00

Cello with Passion

D

enis Shapovalov, the famous Russian cellist, is giving a concert in the Grand Hall of the Conservatory.
Having won the Tchaikovsky Competition Award in 1998, Denis has made a brilliant career and now is
in collaboration with best ensembles of the world: the Tchaikovsky Grand Symphony Orcestra, the Saint
Petersburg Philharmonic Orchestra, the London Symphony Orchestra, Der Bayerische Rundfunk Orhester, the Yomiuri Symphonic Orchestra and many others. Like his guru Mstislav Rostropovich, Denis is
involved in charity. In April 2007 he was the first classical musician to give a concert at the North Pole. The
program he presents in Moscow now is entitled “Passion” and takes place just before St. Valentine’s Day.
It will include classical compositions: Concerto for piano, violin, cello and orchestra by L. Van Beethoven,
symphony-concerto for violin, cello, oboe and flute with orchestra by J. Haydn, duet for violin and cello
with orchestra “Muse and Poet” by K. Saint-Saens. Denis invited the famous oboist Alexey Utkin, eminent
violinists Nikolay Sachenko and Nikita Borisoglebsky, like Denis, they are laureates of the Tchaikovsky
Musical Competition Award. Alexander Vershinin, the talented pianist, is also going to accompany Denis.
And Alexander Anisimov is going to conduct the Moscow Symphony Orchestra.

Museums and Galleries

Bronze of the 18 – 19th Centuries.
The Arkhangelskoe Mansion is
one of the most beautiful places for
a walk in the vicinity of Moscow. A
picturesque park on the bank of the
Moscow River with shady paths and
grottoes is certainly a summer attraction. But even now Arkhangelskoe is worth a visit due to the exhibition of bronzes inside the mansion
premises. Most of the exhibit used to
be part of interiors of the mansions
that belonged to the Golitsins and
Yusupovs. Works by famous masters such as P.P. Tomir, J.G. Schadov
and F. Rigetti are on display.
Arkhangelskoe Mansion
Until February 20
10:00-17:00

Faith and Power.
Art in the Epoch of
Ivan the Terrible
The exhibition, in the Patriarch’s
Palace in the Kremlin, represents artworks which were executed during
the reign of the first Russian Tsar, Ivan
the Terrible. The exposition consists
of the exhibits from the Kremlin cathedrals, Armoury Chamber and museum stores, i.e. icons, embroideries,
works of silversmiths. The display
reveals the interaction between art
and cultural wealth, when forms and
artistic features of items are closely
connected to the spiritual feeling and
religious subject matter. Ivan IV was
the Grand Prince of Moscow from
1533 to 1547 and was the first ruler of
Russia to assume the title of tsar.
Kremlin, Patriarch’s Palace
Until April 6
Open: 10:00-17:00

”Jane Avril” by H. de Toulouse Lautrec

Toulouse Lautrec.
Paris Pleasures
A new exhibition at the Tretyakov Gallery is dedicated to Henri
de Toulouse Lautrec, the French
painter, printmaker, draftsman,
and illustrator, whose immersion
in the decadent and theatrical
life of fin de siecle Paris yielded
provocative images of modern
life. Throughout his career, which
spanned less than 20 years, he
created 737 canvases, 275 watercolors, 363 prints and posters, 5,084 drawings, ceramic and
stained glass works, pus an unknown number of lost works. The
National French Institute of History and Arts has loaned about 80
works from its collection for the
Moscow exhibition.
Tretyakov Gallery,
Engineering Section
12, Lavrushinsky lane
From February 18
Open: 10:00-18:00

Affordable Art Fair at NB Gallery
The NB Gallery is well-known
for its selection of Russian Realist and Impressionist paintings and
graphics of the 1950s through the
1980s. In February, the Gallery is
giving its clients a chance to start
their own affordable art collection. You will be able to purchase
a work for the price you propose.
The relaxed atmosphere of the
gallery offers first-time buyers the
chance to browse without pressure
while learning more about art, and
to experience the unique thrill that
comes from finding that special
piece. For experienced collectors,
this is a fabulous opportunity to
seek out art works by Ivan Karpunov, Evsej Reshin, Viktor Slushnik
and many other artists.
NB Gallery
6/2 Sivtsev Vrazhek, suite 2
Until February 29
Open: 11:00-19:00
”Tata and her monkey” by Boris Vitollo
courtesy of NB Gallery

Grand Conservatory Hall
February 11
19:00
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What‘s On in Moscow in February

SUNDAY
MONDAY

3

FOR KIDS
Carlo Colla & Sons Italian Puppet Theater
Petrushka by I. Stravinsky
Galina Vishnevskaya Opera Center
13:00, 19:00

4

SATURDAY

FRIDAY

THURSDAY

WEDNESDAY

TUESDAY

Petrushka

6

5

MUSICAL
Mamma Mia
MDM
19:00

11

BALLET
Swan Lake by P. Tchaikovsky
Stanislavsky and NemirovichDanchenko Music Theater
19:00

SPORTS
Match of Stars (Volleyball)
Russian team vs World team
S/C Druzhba, Luzhniki
19:00

6
7

BALLET
Premiere
May Night by N. Rimsky-Korsakov
Stanislavsky and Nemirovich-Danchenko Music Theater
19:00

SPORTS
Davis Cup
Also on February 9 and 10
Russia vs Serbia 1/8 finals
S/C Luzhniki, 13:00, 18:00

8
9

BAROQUE MUSIC
“Moscow Baroque” Ensemble (Russia)
and Carina Debord, soprano (France)
Vysoko-Petrovsky Monastery chambers
19:00

2008

CLASSICAL MUSIC
Cellist Denis Shapovalov’s “Passion”
concert
Grand Conservatory Hall
19:00

12

BALLET
Ulyana Lopatkina’s tour in Moscow
Stanislavsky and NemirovichDanchenko Music Theater
19:00

CLASSICAL MUSIC
Barry Douglas (UK) piano
Tchaikovsky Concert Hall
19:00

13

EXHIBITION
RosAvia Expo
Crocus Expo
10:00-18:00
(untill February 9)

BALLET
Giselle by A. Adam
Stanislavsky and NemirovichDanchenko Music Theater
19:00

10

BALLET
La Bayadere by L. Minkus
Bolshoi Theater
19:00

POPULAR MUSIC
Alena Sviridova
presenting her new album
“Serene, or 12 stories
told at sunrise”
MHAT im. Gorkogo
19:00

EXHIBITIONS
Boat Show
Crocus Expo
10:00-20:00
(untill February 17)

CLASSICAL MUSIC
Dmitry Khvorostovsky and his friends
State Kremlin Palace
19:00

OPERA
Carmen by G. Biset
Stanislavsky and NemirovichDanchenko Music Theater
19:00

OPERA
La Traviata by G. Verdi
Stanislavsky and NemirovichDanchenko Music Theater
19:00

ST. VALENTINE’S DAY
5 course romantic dinner with a
bottle of wine in a cosy atmosphere
of Concerto restaurant. Special gifts
from Swissotel Krasnye Holmy and
La Prairie everything to make this
evening unforgettable for you and
your sweetheart.
Price per couple - 11 000 rub
Reservation: +7 (495) 221-5360

14

SHOW
Golden Dolphin International Diving
Festival and Show
Gostiny Dvor
10:00-18:00

15

BALLET
Cinderella by S. Prokofiev
Stanislavsky and NemirovichDanchenko Music Theater
19:00

DANCE MUSIC
Gabin
B1 Maximum
21:00

ROCK
Fun Lovin’ Criminals (U.S.)
B1 Maximum
21:00

16

FOLK MUSIC
Serdar Ortac (Turkey)
S/C Luzhniki
19:00

FOR KIDS BALLET
Chippolono by K. Khachaturyan
Bolshoi Theater
12:00

What‘s On in Moscow in February
ICA BRILLIANT PRAISE NIGHT!

17

BALLET
Don Quixote by L. Minkus
Bolshoi Theater
19:00

FOLK DANCE
“Berezka” State Academic Choreographic Ensemble
State Kremlin Palace
18:00

18

FOR KIDS
Sea Animals Show
Moscow Dolphinarium
12:00, 16:00

MUSICAL
Mamma Mia!
MDM
19:00

19
OPERA
Madame Butterfly
by G. Puccini
Bolshoi Theater
19:00

20
MUSICAL
Mamma Mia!
MDM
19:00

24

OPERA
Madame Butterfly
by Puccini
Stanislavsky and NemirovichDanchenko Music Theater
19:00

A time of Prayer and Worship
with the International Christian
Assembly.
Contemporary gospel music.
18:00-20:00, Sunday, February 24th
2008. Yunost Hotel. M. Sportivnaya.
More information on
http://icamoscow.org/breakout.html
Phone: +7 (962) 933-3581

25
MUSICAL
Mamma Mia!
MDM
19:00

26

GOLDEN MASK PROGRAM
One act ballet productions: Serenade, Ring, Awakening of Flora
Bolshoi Theater
19:00

27

FOLK ROCK
Kimmo Pohjonen (Finland)
IKRA Club
21:00

21

POPULAR MUSIC
Turetsky’s Choir
“Alleluia to Love” program
State Kremlin Palace
19:00
(untill February 2008)

22

29

CLASSICAL MUSIC
Moscow International Cello Festival
– dedicated to Mstislav Rostropovich
State Symphony Orchestra conducted
by Gerard Korsten (UK) Grand
Conservatory Hall
19:00

OPERA
Tsar’s Bride
by Rimsky-Korsakov
Galina Vishnevskaya Opera Center
19:00

BALLET
Premiere
La Sylphide by Jean-Madeleine Schneitzhoeffer
Bolshoi Theater
19:00

CLASSICAL MUSIC
Placido Domingo
State Kremlin Palace
19:00

23

POPULAR MUSIC
Bravo (Russia)
presenting their new album with
songs in English
B1 Maximum
21:00

28
POPULAR MUSIC
Musical
Mamma Mia!
MDM
19:00

1

VOCAL
Dulce Pontes (Portugal)
World Music Stars series
International House of Music
19:00

2008
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Art

Drugoe Iskusstvo – Another Art?
A Different Art?
Dmitry Krasnopevtsev
text Olga Slobodkina-von Bromssen

T

he political era of Khrushchev was the second perestroika (renewal) in the Russian history of the 20th century. The “thaw”
which came after Stalin’s death was second only to the New Economic Policy (NEP) era during the post-1917 revolutionary period
and Civil War conflict. When Stalin’s cult and authority were dethroned by Khrushchev at the 20th Congress of the Communist
Party in February of 1956, some freedom of thought managed to el-

8
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bow its way into Soviet cultural life.
The creative intelligentsia seemed
to have the opportunity for expressing their ideas in art in a more
emancipated way. Some of the repressed artists were rehabilitated;
for example, Yuolo Sooster, Boris
Sveshnokov, Leonid Kropivnitsky,
Arkadiy Schteinberg and Alexander Rumnev.
In February-March of 1956 the House of Artists in Kuznetsky
Most exhibited 944 works by 479 young artists from the Moscow
area. Among them were O.Vasilyev, V. Weisberg, B. Birger, D. Krasnopevtsev and the group of V. Sidur, V. Lemport, N. Silis, Ya. Levinschtein and M. Nikonov. These works of art, which appeared during
and after the Khrushchev thaw, and which were so full of hope and
optimism, however naïve, did not follow the cannons of socialist
realism. This art movement acquired various names, like “Drugoye
Iskusstvo” or “Another Art” or “A Different Art” or “Moscow Avantgarde Art.” It appeared as an alternative to totalitarian art;
as a realization of the
right for freedom and
the versatility of creativity.
Some of these artists are still alive
(Nikolai Silis), some
have museums of their
own (Vadim Sidur),
and some converted
parts of their apartment to Art Museums
(Dmitry Krasnopevstev).
When Dmitry Krasnopevtsev died at the
age of 70 in 1995, he
left behind powerful
contemplations on time, the human soul and the gap between man
and God. An artist-hermit who could listen to the silence of the
Universe and meditate alone in his studio, Krasnopevtsev has been
honored with a permanent exhibition at the Museum of Private Col-

Art

lections. The exhibition displays some of his best works as well as
part of his studio. Krasnopevtsev painted, primarily, still lifes. The
subjects were far from exotic: broken jugs, broken tree branches
and stones. His works, however, are highly philosophical. His mind
seemed have taken flight, gained altitude and looked at Earth from
high above, seeing its general outline. What can it mean - several
broken jugs piled one upon another without any respect for the laws
of gravity? Nothing, of course. And yet they create a certain visual
rhythm, which in the long run is what the Universe is all about – a
rhythmic evolution of the spirit.

No matter how many abstruse words have been said about Krasnopevtsev by art critics, his own notes disclose much more about
his art and his personality: “When you are working on a painting
you may get angry, swear, scrub away what has been painted, but
you must not forget or lose the feeling that you’re painting an icon
– let it portray a tree, a stone, a bottle or a herring’s tail – all the
same it is an icon, an icon glorifying and thanking the Creator.” A
deeply religious person, Krasnopevtsev was concerned with man’s
relationship to God: “Man cannot be a creator; he is just a discoverer
of the already created – outside and inside himself, a discoverer and
performer of the Creator’s Will.”
Like his art Krasnopevtsev’s studio is a window into his solemn,
spiritual world. Slices of semi-precious stones decorate his bookshelves. “Hen’s gods,” or stones with holes in them worn as necklaces for happiness, hang in bunches in front of icons, and dried
starfishes are piled up in front of his paintings. The artist used those

objects every day to make endless painted collages, which symbolized so much more than the objects themselves: the disposable symbols of mortality.
Krasnopev tsev preferred to
stay away from
the established
art world, but
was respected
and admired by
those in it all the
same. “He was
an aristocrat of
the spirit,” a gallery owner told
me when Krasnopevtsev died in
1995. “He could
communicate
with anyone – at
the level of his
interlocutor, although his own level could be much higher. You could
feel it and yet be very comfortable with him.” A rare gift indeed.
Krasnopevtsev’s littleknown early etchings are
one of the most impressive components of the
display. Masterful and
subtle, they offer a complete contrast to the artist’s still lifes. He might
have made a superb illustrator, but then he would
have never become what
he was – a distinguished
artist in his own right, always recognizable, and
unlike anyone else. P
2008
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Shopping Feature

What Does It Cost to Love:
St. Valentine’s Day Shopping
Text Alina Tsirkunova

F

prada

chopard

de Grisigono

chopard
Gas Bijoux

Alexander Mc Queen
10
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ebruary is the month of holidays, and
Russians love holidays, even if they did
not originate in Russia. First comes St Valentine’s Day, when all citizens of Moscow
go crazy searching for something to buy to
express their love to their lovers and loved
ones. Girlfriends, boyfriends, husbands,
wives, lovers, friends; everybody wants to
express their feelings for the other. Slightly
more than a week later, all women want to
show their respect and affection to their
men-folk with a special present on the 23rd
of February, which is Defenders’ Day, the
holiday that is unexplainable to a foreigner,
the day which is a holiday for all men, who
have a chance to get additional attention
from their women.
What do we usually choose as presents
for these occasions? Something that might
show our care and that will remind our beloved of our devotion. Anytime. Anywhere.
So, today, continuing our series of articles about clothing items, we are going to
tell you about accessories. Having practical
functions, accessories can add detail to any
outfit, modifying the garment’s style, or the
visual effects of the fabric from which the
garment is made. Jewelry, gloves, handbags,
hats or scarves complement the whole look
of a person.
Bijouterie, together with jewelry, is the
favorite type of present. It’s not cheap, so
it expresses the “expensiveness” of one’s
feelings. But it shouldn’t be just a beautiful
but absolutely useless gift. Costume jewelry
can enliven a wardrobe and bring a dash of
panache, especially for special occasions.
It can also be of superb style. Imitation
diamonds set in precious metals can be of
such a good standard that almost everyone
can afford to have attractive jewelry. The
best crystals used in costume jewelry are
the first-grade crystals that the top Austrian company, Swarovski, offers. Rings,
pendants shaped like a heart, bracelets and
necklaces can be a good present for Her.
Too much jewelry looks a little suspicious
on a man. But He might appreciate elegant
cuff-links. Cuff-links first appeared in the
early 17th century in Europe. Before this
time, men used to wear ribbons and ties,

Shopping Feature
prada

prada

chopard,
Happy Diamonds

cara&co

Where to buy:
TSUM Petrovka 2.
Tel.: +7 (495) 933-7300
Cara&Co 4th Syromyatnichesky Per
Tel.: +7 (495) 223-4101

but cuffs brought a new fashion. By the mid
18th century, cuff-links were considered as
tasteful male jewelry; a symbol of luxury
which remains so today. Cuff-links became
a decorative, elegant and easy-to-wear accessory not only for men, but for women
too. Note that precious stones don’t look too
flashy, whether in a ring, studs, cuff-links,
ear-rings or a watch.
You can also present to your boyfriend
or girlfriend headwear, which has made a
comeback in fashion, especially with younger
people. Hats can vary from knit beanies to
fur- or feather-inspired pieces zany enough
to be revived as cocktail hats. It could be any
kind of a hat, eccentric, eclectic, ethnic, romantic. But what is most important is that it
shows you care.
Handbags: well, there’s a great variety of
them, and if you know the taste of the person you want to give one to – go ahead! If
not, then get creative and you can make a
funny bag yourself! Just visit a store for artists supplies. There you will find simple bags
that you can decorate with paints especially
made for fabrics or beads or anything you
can imagine. Be creative!
Handbags have been essential to fashion
history ever since people have had something precious to carry around. Only the
items themselves have changed over time.
The very first mention of handbags in written literature is from the 14th century, even
though Egyptian hieroglyphs show pouches
carried round the waist. Bags were attached
to what were called “girdles”, which were
fastened to the waist. Embroidery and jewels
adorned these articles and were used to
show status: the richer the person, the more
elaborate the bag. The term ‘handbag’ first
came into use in the early 1900s and generally referred to hand-held luggage or bags,
usually carried by men. These were an inspiration for new bags that became popular for
women, including handbags with complicated fasteners, internal compartments, and
locks. But you won’t make a mistake if you
decide to buy a big bag for a man or woman:
its unisex all the way in fashion now, so you’ll
be able to borrow it from your beloved from
time to time! P
2008
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How far to Ufa?
text and photos Piers Gladstone

U

fa greeted me at 5 AM in the morning with darkness, a cold autumnal air and a thin but constant drizzle – a metaphor for my feelings
as I stepped down onto the platform. Due to a logistical mix-up I was to
spend 2 days here waiting for my travelling companions. Hotel Bashkortostan looked regal and well-lit, but was fully booked. So was the slightly
less charming Hotel Agidel. By 6 AM my driver had exhausted all central
hotel options and I found myself at Sanatorium Zelyoni, a long way from
anywhere, past caring and just wanting a bed.
Morning revealed both pleasant grounds with autumnal trees and my
fellow sanatorium-goers: old men with smouldering cigarettes in their
mouths and medals pinned to their faded jackets, doddery old babush-
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kas, pregnant women and an assortment of ill-looking patient-guests. I
resolved to leave for the center as quickly as possible.
Ufa is the capital of the proudly autonomous Bashkortostan Republic, in the mineral rich Ural Mountains, the geographical border that
separates Europe and Asia. Ufa is deceptively large, as my 20-minute
mashrutka bus ride into town illustrated, as did the fact that, like many
other Russian cities, a construction boom is currently under way. The
historic center, though, is just small enough to wander round by foot and
is easy to navigate due to its being laid out in a grid system.
The 19th century trading arches on Ulitsa Lenina are one of the central
focuses of Ufa. Recently renovated, the arches have been given a roof
and now resemble a mini-mall. Inside, small shops
and boutiques nestle in the arches, and kiosks are
dotted around the floor, the majority representing two
national obsessions, cosmetics and mobile phones. A
small traditional yurt sells traditional Bashkiri souvenirs, the mother and daughter behind the counter both
wearing headscarves, a reminder that Bashkortostan
is a Muslim republic.
In front of the arches is a fountain-adorned square
where the young of the city hang out – Ufa is a university city, lending it a youthful and vibrant atmosphere.
A beautiful and recently refurbished Russian Moderne
(Art Nouveau) building looks down over them, while
on the other side of the square men grill shashlik in
the beer tents.
A couple of streets away, on Sovietskaya Ulitsa,
stands another beautiful example of Russian Moderne architecture, now housing the National Museum
of Bashkortostan. Downstairs is a fairly uninteresting
collection of rooms with stuffed squirrels and ducks,
plus bears and wolves. The upstairs, though, is fascinating. One room has a wonderful display of old black
& white photographs of the city and various Ufa per-
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sonages. Another is dedicated to the Revolution, complete with a large
Socialist Realist oil-painting depicting oil bursting from a well, with people of all nations cheering and clapping, men embracing each other while
others throw their caps in the air, and in the foreground stand women in
veils alongside a camel - idyllically inclusive. My favorite room, however,
was the one dedicated to war and the battles fought in this region. Most
of the paintings used to illustrate this section were painted by Russian
artists, and so the Muslim Bashkiris are depicted either as devilish or
thief-like (unlike the good, clean Russian soldiers), or as noble savages,
no doubt influenced by romanticized portrayals by writers of the time
such as Lermentov.
Dinner at ShinokSolokha Restaurant on Kommumisticheskaya Ulitsa
provided me with perhaps the best cooking I have had in Russia (albeit
Ukrainian food!). The restaurant has a rustic theme, and the waiters and
waitresses all wear traditional Ukrainian national costume. The menu is
extensive, utterly delicious, and ridiculously cheap. The highlight of the
evening was when I used the toilet. Attached to the wall above each urinal sits a soft and cushioned leather headrest, presumably for the welloiled diner to rest his drunken head in comfort while relieving himself.
Driving across town in a taxi the following morning I realised that
Ufa, like many other regional Russian cities, feels vastly under-populated. The grand central boulevards and monumental buildings of the
center, predominantly from the Soviet era, seem almost bereft of life.
The beautiful (and huge) theater with its Islamic inscriptions is a perfect
example - nobody in it or around it. However, there was life at some
kind of military skirmish overlooking the road, and I asked my driver to
let me out. A military brass band was rehearsing while a small troupe of
ceremoniously uniformed soldiers was practicing goose-stepping up to
the memorial to lay a wreath, all the while being directed in their movements by their commander. “Luzhkov is coming here with our President
later today,” one man informed me, while a small army of women with
wet rags wiped down the marble surfaces. “President Rakhimov has
been our president for 20 years. He is a good and honourable man and
gives his blood to this republic,” he added. Rakhimov is certainly giving
money to the city. Municipal projects seem to be underway all over it, a
brand-spanking new railway station is nearing completion, and in the
shiny green and blue glass, ultra-modern design of the People’s Friendship Palace (with an Islamic twist) and the surrounding parkland area, a
vision of Ufa’s future is appearing.
One hundred meters from the almost-complete and Dubai-like People’s Friendship Palace stands Ufa’s most iconic and truly impressive
monument. A huge statute of the 18th century Bashkir hero, Salavat
Yulaev, astride a rearing horse, faces out from a promontory over the
Belaya River and the forested landscape that spreads to the horizon.
The river is a golden path in the low-lying and fading sun. The majority of people are not by the monument however, but by the nearby and
newly finished fountains that, with a great swoosh, are turned on for
the first time.
While modernity and its architecture is rising in Ufa, much of its history remains, and is well looked after. There are whole streets of traditional wooden izbas, with their delicate latticed window frames and
eaves, all in good repair. And at 45 Krupskoy Ulitsa, also known as the
Lenin Museum, one old wooden clapboard house, set in a small garden,
has held out on its own against the tide of newly built bank headquarters. The street is named after Lenin’s wife, Nadezhda Krupskaya, who
lived here for several years while her husband was abroad. Lenin himself only stayed here for 3 weeks, while waiting for a boat to Pskov. The
main room of the house is crammed with Lenin memorabilia: statues,
busts, paintings et al, all of which the guardian of the house enthusiastically explains. However, it is really only in the cramped living quarters
upstairs that one gets a sense of the man himself, at his desk, with his
books and papers.

Ufa makes a calm, pleasant and interesting comparison to Moscow.
People smile, cars let pedestrians cross the street, it is clean and there
is a palpable sense of genuine progress. With a journey time of less than
2 hours, it is an ideal place to spend a weekend or to use as a base to
explore the nature of the surrounding countryside.
Info
Both Aeroflot and S7 fly direct to Ufa.
The four star Hotel Bashkortostan (34 72 790 000) is the best hotel in
town and the rooms are very reasonably priced. P
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The Warmth of Thailand
text Ross Hunter
photos kind courtesy of Matt & Jo Loader and Jim Marples

S

unshine is the best cure for winter. Thailand’s sunshine is guaranteed
and even better, combined with wonderful culture and scenery. It is not
one but a whole set of tropical paradises: one visit is not enough, and you
will always want to go again. Whatever the reason for going to Thailand
you will come home - if you do! - with a wider set of experiences than
you expected. Before we explore, think three things: warmth, color and
tolerance.
Warmth is the key word: not just the glorious, searing, seeping, gasping heat of the tropics, a wonderful thought in the middle of our winter,
but even more memorable is the welcome of the Thais. It is impossible to
recall Siam (the traditional name) without a host of delicate, demure and
inviting smiles dazzling the mind’s eye. There is a gentle sincerity and wish
to help that defines the country. That Thailand is rich in color is a pale sepia
understatement. Feeling good as a photographer is easy; dancing light and
bright subjects sharpen the senses. In northern latitudes, we need gold to
catch and bounce scant light through the grey, but in Asia it slings the sun
itself towards us. With so many competing pressures, Thailand’s tolerance
is a wonder. Enjoy doing whatever you want, and as long as you respect
others on their pathways, as they will let you follow yours.
Where to?
Bangkok
The capital is an exploding city, bursting at the seams with life and energy.
Bangkok literally buzzes, and its dynamism is irresistible. True, this comes
with traffic congestion and a sometimes sticky atmosphere, but the cure
is to get out of the car, away from the air-conditioning and live! The main
roads are gridlocked, so walking is faster than driving. The side streets have
the most exuberant markets, worth a visit in their own right. Buy what the
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locals buy, be it clothing, food, spices or gifts. What their origin is and how
reliable your purchases are for you to question. Expect to barter of course,
and enjoy it. Do expect to pay a bit more than the locals, which is fair, but
don’t start haggling unless you intend to buy. Shopped out? Every other

Travel
Quick questions
When? Tomorrow! Failing that, go in our winter, Thailand’s dry season; after April,
expect a soaking with your roasting.

How? By air to Bangkok’s brand new airport, east of the city. It is only 4 hours ahead
of Moscow time. When there, fly if you must, but the train is really travelling. Long
distance buses are ‘exciting’.
Tips
Dress nicely – you will be treated better; show respect in the temples & palaces
Learn ten words of Thai – be amazed how much it will be appreciated
Greetings, with palms pressed together: sawadi-kha (to a woman), sawadi-khrap (to
a man)
Thank you: khap-koon-kha (f), khap-koon-khrap (m).
Shopping: the best bargains are for silk, silver jewellery, handicrafts and DVDs (at your
own risk!)
Use the big hotels’ water-taxis to cross the river and get the best views
Go scuba diving, but don’t pull faces at the funny fish, or your mask will leak
Thai dancing: beautiful and graceful to watch – not quite as easy to join in
Don’t come home without a bunch of orchids.

entrance is a cafe, bar or restaurant, and the food is brilliant. Keep trying
all those exotic new fruits (but leave me the mangoes, please!) Just one
word of chilli warning: small is not beautiful – they are the most dangerous
ones.
The top-ranked joy of Bangkok is swapping the gleeful chaos of the
city for utter peace and tranquillity in minutes. Stroll into one of the many
temples or palaces and all the cares and cacophonies of the world will melt
away. Even the air goes still, stirred only by the faint tingling of the rows of
bells under the eaves. You will slow down, and time means nothing. From
the colors and poetry of the roofs, with their patterned tiles and swept-up
and carved gables, via the majesty of the stupas and gardens to the perfect
serenity of the Buddhas, every spot is a haven of peace, with its own transcendent beauty. Wonderful as photos are, they cannot compete with the
shimmering heat, presence and community of being there.

There is much more to appreciate than the (in)famous opium cultivation.
The villagers are some of the greenest people on earth, proudly self-sufficient and able to do wondrous things with bamboo and local dyestuffs.
Every tribe has its own colour scheme, traditions and territories. They all
dream of the day when they can resume trading and mixing with their cousins in suffering Burma: a reminder that problems still spoil lives in lovely
places. The jungle around is a roofless greenhouse, teeming with nature
in the raw where we are but brave guests, and not for the faint-hearted as
your guide may be armed only with a home made musket: if he fires it at
arm’s length, it is because he does not quite trust it either. Life lived close
to the edge.

Five favourites in the Bangkok:
✔ A cruise around the canals ‘klongs’ with their floating flower markets
✔ The Golden Buddha in the Royal Palace and the huge reclining Buddha,
with patterned feet
✔ A mad ride in a ‘tuk-tuk’ three wheeler taxi
✔ A gentle ride on an elephant at the orchid farm
✔ An evening bartering for gifts in Patpong’s street market
✔ Bangkok by night from the rooftop restaurant of the Banyan Tree Hotel
Around Siam
The coast has the right resort for everyone, and the photos do not lie; the
sea really is turquoise and the beaches bleached white. Take a boat trip,
or better still, a cruise up the coast. There is a whole country behind the
littoral. Actually more, for if it were possible to tire of Thailand’s variety,
hop over the border to Laos, and old colonial Vientiane, with its French
legacy, or Angkor Wat, in Cambodia, the most complete and stupendous
ancient Buddhist temple complex. Next time! The old capital, at Ayuthaya,
is perhaps too popular, being only a couple of hours from Bangkok, but it
is Thailand in microcosm, and so full of history, requiring some reading up
before you go. Moscow bookshops have good guides.
Chiang Mai and beyond
Spend as long as you can in the north. Chiang Mai mixes people and cultures from all over the region -China is surprisingly near - and the undulating landscapes and gentler climate make it a favourite. To visit the hill tribes
up towards the Golden Triangle is to contact a timeless culture, but one
which will not last much longer, due to pressures from the outside (like us!)

Unforgettable memories waiting for you
✔ Sunrise over the hills and padi fields – anywhere in the countryside
✔ Colorful fish dancing around the corals just off Phuket
✔ Sunset over the Andaman Sea
✔ Playing cricket on ‘The Beach’ beach
✔ Eye-watering variety of exotic fruits on the market
✔ The villages, costumes and people of the hill tribes
✔ Thai smiles
Thailand’s bazaars, temples, beaches, restaurants, playgrounds, jungles,
elephants, ruins, caves, seas, crafts, silks and most of all wonderful people
all await you. P
2008
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Day Out in Moscow

St Catherine’s Monastery, Sukhanovo
text and photos Ian Mitchell

T

hree miles south of the MKAD lies the quiet hamlet of Sukhanovo. It used to be part of the vast estate of the same name,
which was owned by the famous Volkonsky family. It grew up
around St Catherine’s Monastery, founded in 1658. It is still a
Monastery, having been lavishly restored in recent years. The uninformed visitor would never know that this place used to be the
most feared prison in the whole Soviet Gulag system.
In 1936 Genrikh Yagoda was replaced as head of the Soviet
Secret police by Nikolai Yezhov, popularly known as the bloodthirsty dwarf. It was he who, when out walking in the grounds of
Sukhanovo, spotted the monastery and thought it would make an
ideal prison.
In those days St Catherine’s was surrounded by fields and
therefore far from prying eyes, yet it was close enough to Moscow to be easily reachable for an evening’s torturing, which was
what both he and his successor, Lavrenti Beria, used to like to
do after a hard day’s arrest-warrant signing in the Lubyanka. So
common did this practice become in the 1940s, that the prison
became known popularly as “Beria’s dacha”.
Yezhov supervised the Great Purge in 1937, but was soon on
the other side of the wire himself as an inmate of what was by
then known as Sukhanovka. In the Gulag Archipelago, Solzhenitsyn says it was “the most terrible prison the NKVD had”.
Yezhov was only 5 foot tall, but he used to threaten his victims
by making a strangling gesture and saying, “I may be small but I
have hands of steel, because they are the hands of Stalin.” After
he was incarcerated in the underground cellars of Sukhanovka,
16
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he pleaded with his interrogator, “Shoot me, if you like, but do not
make me suffer agonies.”

Day Out in Moscow
When he was finally taken away to
be shot, in February 1940—in a building in Varsonofevski Lane, not far from
Kuznetsky Most metro station—he collapsed completely. His legs gave way
and he had to be dragged screaming,
crying and hiccupping uncontrollably
to the execution room, with its sloping
floor (to ease the task of washing the
blood away) and wall of pine logs (to
absorb the bullets).
Today, St Catherine’s Monastery
echoes to the sound of the Orthodox
liturgy, rather than the wet slap of rubber rods on blood-drenched bodies.
The old interrogation block now contains expensively modernised “cells”,
as they are called without any sense of
irony, for the monks. Everything inside
is warm and clean. The refectory has
beautifully painted Biblical scenes on all
the walls (see below).
The only evidence of the monastery’s hideous past is a cross
and memorial stone in the gardens and, if you look further, outside the walls a pair of crumbling, two-storey buildings which
used to house the prison guards (see above right).
The restoration task was enormous. But teams of volunteers,
funded generously by the church, have undone the damage of the
locust years. It is hard to believe that the place was as smart as
this even in 1918 when it ceased to be a monastery (the church
was used until 1931).
There are lots of excellent photographs showing all stages of
the reconstruction work in the lavishly-illustrated book which

visitors can buy for a mere 170 roubles in the kiosk on site. It
describes the whole history of the monastery from its foundation
in 1658 to 2002 when the memorial to the Stalinist repression
was unveiled.
The only way to get to Sukhanovo is to drive. Turn south off the
MKAD at the 27 km Junction, and take the minor road towards
Leninsky, heading specifically for Rastorguyevo (Ðàñòîðãóåâî),
which is a railway station. Once there,. frankly, the best thing is to
ask. It is only 3 kms away, but extremely complicated. The village
is Sukhanovo (Ñóõàíîâî) and the Åêàòàðèíèíñêèé Ìîíàñòûðü
is more or less in the middle. P
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Business Feature

Russian Corporate Raiders – Fear No More?
Written by Retired United States Judge William Thomas Higgins

Mike Matthews in a recent picture
with Stevie Wonder provided by
Russia Today

A

lmost twenty years after the fall of communism one can
hardly describe Russian’s legal system as one that features a Western-style “rule of law.” Those new to Russia
can only imagine what a wild country Russia was in the 90s.
In the early days of Russia’s interpretation of capitalism,
laws were few, hard to enforce and confusing at best: the
rule of law back then was all about corruption. Back in the
wild 90s, hungry and aggressive businessmen established a
practice of corporate “raiding” that took the Western term
to a literal sense. In that context, the 90s corporate raiders
organized mobs of armed forces to physically storm and
“raid” target companies. In parallel, they would pay off lawenforcement officials and the judiciary in order to further
diffuse any viable defense options. These rough methods
were too often used and unfortunately this dark chapter
does plague the corporate history of some companies that
operate in today’s Russian business world.
Time has moved on and fortunately this practice has become less and less common, especially in Moscow. The
methods and targets have changed significantly as well.
Currently, target companies are companies that are assetintensive; that is, companies that usually include in their
balance sheets valuable real estate.
Corporate Raider Victim in the West: employees. In Russia: the shareholder
Corporate raiding was born in the West where the “raider”
would find asset-intensive targets, often public companies
that had assets that exceeded total market value. More so18
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phisticated corporate raiders in the West would often even
use the assets of the target company in an LBO (Leveraged
Buy Out) to finance their purchase. These ruthless businessmen would then break up the target company and dis-
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pose of all the assets resulting often in
the closure of the target companies and/
or massive job losses. Western corporate
raiders do not exactly enjoy a great reputation either, since at the end of the day
they have been seen as depriving people
of their livelihoods. While the methods
used in Russia, which include violence
and coercion, are much more reprehensible than the corresponding Western approach, the result is not that much different in that their victim is deprived. The
victim in the West being the employees;
in Russia the shareholders.
Methods Changing; Laws Changing
The Russian government has not been
sitting idly by watching this phenomenon,
as they have been pro-actively trying to
prevent and reduce the incidence of corporate raiding. There have been changes
in the laws and other efforts as an attempt to reduce or eliminate Russianstyle raiding. Criminal laws have been
strengthened and mob-style attacks can lead to serious jail
sentences for those who organize and/or participate. According to a recent television program produced by staterun Russia Today, violent attacks still occur but with less
and less frequency. The fact that state-run Russia Today
has focused on this issue (see for example http://russiatoday.ru/documentary/release/958/video which aired in
December 2007) manifests the government’s intention to
eradicate this practice.
Another common method that has been used in recent
years has been the forging of documents to reflect a fraudulent transfer of share ownership. It is now possible to use
the internet in real time to see if any changes to corporate
ownership of a company have been made by simply inputting a company’s tax identification number on the relevant
web site (see for example http://www.ogrn-inn.ru/.)

Other methods used include forcing a company into bankruptcy through tricky judicial means and then holding an
unannounced auction whereby the raider would obtain the
assets for pennies in the dollar. Again, the real target being
the underlying real estate. According to Alexander Marakov,
Senior Associate at Hellevig, Klein & Usov, “In the recent
past, raiders who used to employ the services of gangs and
thugs are now building up their legal departments instead,
in order to invent new ways to improperly seize the assets
of target companies. Fortunately the government is trying to
stay one step ahead of these ruthless business practices by
amending laws such as those relating to bankruptcy in order
to reduce the incidence of Russian raider activity.”
In addition to the change in the laws, Russia’s rule of law
is indeed strengthening. As judges salaries have risen from
a few hundred dollars several years ago to over $4,000 per
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month today, the temptation to accept a bribe is now less than before. Corruption’s decline is further
accelerated by the strengthening of
anti-corruption laws which are deterring more and more public servants from accepting bribes.
Jimi Hendricks’ Guitarist Mike
Mathews Fought and Won
American Mike Matthews, was a
sound-effects designer and also a
promoter of Jimi Hendrix, bought
an unusual Russian factory in Saratov in the 1990s. His factory makes
vacuum tubes for guitar amplifiers and has almost a monopoly on
this specific product (See http://
russiatoday.ru /document ar y/re lease/958/video) He was a victim of
a raider attack, he fought back and
won.
Trends
The good news is that illegal raiding is definitely on the decline and victims like Mr. Matthews are finding that it is
possible to resist. In Moscow, cases are few and far between, and the victim companies are smaller and smaller.
According to Passport Magazine there were approximately
350 cases in 2007 plus about 17% of the value of corporate
takeovers in Russia incorporated improper means. Unlike in
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the past however, it is now possible to reverse these improper takeovers as with the case of Mr. Matthews. Incidences of corporate raiding are very rare in Moscow as the
activity has now moved, at least for now, to the regions.
While the overall trends are positive there is still some way
to go before we see the complete eradication of Russianstyle raider activity. P

Russian Star

Svetlana Khorkina,
Interview for the Passport Magazine
text Alexander Mikhailov

Svetlana Khorkhina is called
the sex symbol of the artistic
gymnastics. It is not by coincidence. Whenever she was
out on the gymnastic podium, the whole sport world
was enamoured by the
grace with which she performed the most intricate
elements. Four years ago,
she finished her career in
sports. Nonetheless, she
has been quite busy since
then. She tried herself as
an actress and singer,
she wrote a book and recently she has become
a State Duma Deputy.
On the eve of her 29th
birthday, she shared
with the Passport her
line of roles and plans
for the future.
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Russian Star
What does it mean for you
to be a public famous person?
I have been performing in
international
competitions
since I was a child. I was quite
successful so it is not new for
me to be famous. Though the
new political status, new position, attracts the attention
of another audience. Now I
have to take responsibility for
my words in the press, follow
strict political alignment, to
communicate with different
people, in a word, to do the
work that my Deputy powers
require. I think today’s popularity for me is, first of all, a
responsibility.
Is it difficult for a woman
to become a politician in this
country?
It is always harder for
women to make a career than
for men. It is true in any kind
of profession. In Russia, as well as in the rest of the world, a
woman has to take double responsibility: for her job and for
her family. That’s why many women cannot fully realize their
talents and skills to become successful specialists, leaders or
business figures.
I guess I am very lucky. I have been able to try myself in various fields within such a short period of time. I am happy that
I achieved something else besides becoming the world sports
star and, which is even more important, fulfilled the main mission of the woman on this planet – I gave birth to a baby.
What kind of the work are you up to now? What are you going
to do in the State Duma?
Recently I have been elected the State Duma Youth Committee Deputy. The State Duma Deputies of the fourth session did
not have time to pass a law on the State Youth Policy. Now the
main task of the deputies of the fifth session is to finish the
project. I am the representative of the Russian youth myself,
and I know what kind of problems school children, students
and young families have. They are especially acute in the regions. Young people have to have the opportunity for qualified
development and it is not possible without government support. There is a lot to do, but I am ready for the work, that’s why
I am in the State Duma.
Are you planning to go to the Olympics in Beijing?
Of course! This Olympics will be one of the brightest contemporary sport events. I have recently been to China, visited
the new sport facilities constructed for the Olympic Games.
The buildings are amazing, with lots of latest technological devices. The Chinese are very fond of sports and they are
very responsible in their work. It is obvious that these Games
are very important for the whole nation. These Olympics have
wonderful motto “One World, One Dream”. They all cannot
wait till the Games start. I am sure the competitions will be
very spectacular!
This will be the first time that I will go to the Olympics as a
TV journalist, I will be commenting on the gymnastics perfor-

mances for one of the Russian TV channels. I wish that our
gymnasts will show their best and take the first prizes!
I know that in China you are declared the most beautiful sportswoman in the world!
Yes, according to the results of 2005 the State Chinese Committee of Physical Culture and Sports chose me as the world most
beautiful sportswoman. It was so unexpected! They just called
and asked me to come to the ceremony. And when they called me
to the stage and announced the nomination, it turned out that I
was the most beautiful sportswoman. It was very pleasant, especially when hardly anyone doubts that.
During your sports career you traveled all over. Now you also
visit different countries. Do you have your preferences or favorites?
Now I go abroad mostly on vacation. I usually leave the country
about twice a year. If it is a family trip, we choose some of the see
resorts. I like beautiful places – the Seychelles, the Emirates, the
Maldives. I like Italy. I love walking in the medieval streets of the
European cities, having lunch in cozy little restaurants, visiting
local shops and buying souvenirs.
Each country that I visited has something special, amazing.
People lead a different way of life, follow different traditions, religious rituals, celebrate different holidays. Even the cuisine differs
so much from place to place. I like my country most, though.
Do you have the feeling that you have achieved everything?
I have achieved a lot but I have lots of projects, ideas and wishes to fulfill in the future.
What does Svetlana Khorkina dream about now?
Well, I cannot say straight away. There are many things. As a
woman, I dream about a friendly and loving family, so that my
children would grow healthy and happy, so that my home would
always be cozy and full of light. As a politician, I dream about
working for the country where I grew up and became a famous
sportswoman. I want the Youth Policy reach another level. I dream
about the well-being of Russian youth. P
2008
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Cover Story

All We Need is Love…
Alevtina Kashitsina, Natalia Shuvalova

When we were introduced to St. Valentine’s
Day, I was in the sixth form. We were making valentines with our English teacher. She asked us to
create heart-shaped valentines for several of our
friends, suggesting the approximate text. I was
puzzled as to why I should write a love letter to
someone who I am not in love with, and how
can I be in love with several people? These are
quite troubling questions at the age of eleven, of
course…
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W

e all know that we need love, hardly anybody knows what it
actually is. If we look this word up, the definition of the word
depends on the kind of the dictionary we use. The one of symbols
and myths would define love as “the primordial power which appeared from Chaos, the power which creates and sustains the
unity of the whole Universe, the same power allows a human being to touch the eternity”. The dictionary of Social Sciences gives
another picture: “Love is an emotionally colored attitude towards
a person, thing, an idea, Motherland or any other objects, which
is expressed in the need of it or identification with it.”
Tracing love back through the ages, it may seem that this universal and eternal principle has been constantly changing its
shape. Love between tribal people is certainly different from the
idea of a prince on a white horse saving princess kept in a tower,
one which we cherish now.
According to Joseph Campbell (scholar in mythology), romantic
love gained its present status only in the middle ages, when noble
knights had a need (and right) to worship their Ladies. This kind of
love involved heart-breaking separations, pain, longing, inability
to be together, poetry - in a word, lots of passion. From those
times on, this kind of feeling has been propagated in the literature,
arts and music - to be precise, in Western culture. The East still
follows traditions that we, westerners, can hardly understand.
Remember the movie “Indochine” in which Catherine Deneuve
has the role of a Western high class woman living in Asia? Her
family owns a caoutchouc plantation. She is satisfied managing crowds of Vietnamese workers there until her daily routine
is disturbed by a passionate romance with an American officer.
When he leaves, she is distraught and can hardly find strength
to continue with her work. Seeing her state, one of the Vietnamese high-class women says: “You seek happiness through passion, we seek happiness through logic.” In the movie it looks as
if the Chinese are all cold-hearted and never experience the very
depths of life.
Another bright example is India and its tradition of arranged
marriages. They have special pages in the newspapers with engagement announcements even for the community living in the
USA. What kind of love people can feel for each other if they enter
matrimony not feeling that special spark?
I have a friend who is from an Indian family in the USA. When
she fell in love with an American guy (professional musician), her
parents were strongly against it as they were planning for her a
happy arranged marriage with some Indian doctor. She had to run
away from her home with him and only after several years did her

family change their attitude. This story proves what we all can expect from the rational-minded and cold-hearted eastern elders.
But life brings other examples as well. One of my co-workers
is from India. He has wonderful relationship with his wife (if you
only heard him speak about her!) and they look deeply in love
even after being married for more than twenty years. I expected
that their marriage was an exception from the traditional ways,
that they followed their feelings. “No”, he replied, when I finally asked. “We fell in love after
already being married.”
Spending some time in this country, I saw so
many example of happy married life in the kind
of marriages we would expect to fail: people
did not live with each other for several years
before they decide to register their relationships. Of course, arranged marriage is not the
recipe, as every medal has two sides. In same
India, there are women who are sold into marriage for several dollars to some drunkard who
demands that she fulfills her duties: feed him,
love him and wash his feet (along with working), having no rights (not even passport) they
cannot ask for a divorce.
So love can be found through passion and
through reason. Also, it can be lost through
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passion and through reason. But we have not answered the main
question - what is it?
As Joseph Campbell explains further, before romantic love,
the main idea of love, marriage and family was in the service to
something bigger than one. When two enter a relationship, they
become one unity and they serve this unity. This unity serves
something bigger, the community, community serves society,
society serves country, country serves the world, the world
serves the universe etc.
Just recently, a friend of mine was sharing that in her new relationship she feels like there is a new living being, called “us”. “Of
course it acts through me and him, and consists of me and him,
but at the same time, it is much more powerful and bigger than
each of us and has its own fate and mind,” she said. The most
incredible thing is that this “us” miraculously transforms each of
them in the most positive ways.
For some reason, service is usually associated with something
dull, boring, and even humiliating. Though, we all know from experience that when we fall in love, when we feel this uplifting emotion, this chemistry rush, we are full of energy and enthusiasm to
do something for out sweet-heart. We are ready to sacrifice our
time, comfort, money, and - let’s be honest - we are very happy in
these very moments. But as soon as we have it, the drive disappears. We think that it disappears for some unknown reason. But
maybe the reason is not to get too concentrated on yourself?
Getting back to the ancient Greeks, they had several words for
what we call love. The passionate attraction was called “Eros”
(and known for bringing much inspiration but also pain into person’s life). “Filia” was used for a feeling of deep friendship (between people of the same sex). “Storge” denotes the feelings of
tenderness and kindness between spouses. “Agape” is spiritual
love for one’s neighbors and God. In fact, they are not all equal.
Each incorporates and transforms the others.
St. Valentine’s Day is a nice opportunity to once again consider
what it is that we send away with the bright paper hearts. And
what does it mean to us? For sure, we may find many definitions
of love, and many beautiful words, but do we truly feel it?

Wedding. 1872
Leonid Salomatkin (1837 – 1883)
Tretyakov Gallery
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After all, we create our lives and happiness. Each of us decides
what exactly he or she is looking for. But knowing that love is not
just some emotion but a power which has gradations and variations may help us not to get confused. More, knowing this, we
can learn to set higher goals not only in our studies and work, but
also in the ability of our hearts to love.
Russian Wedding Traditions of the Past
Most of the foreigners who come to Moscow and go Red Square
see a lot of newlyweds there and are sure that this is an old Russian wedding tradition.
It is a modern tradition and none even knows what for: for better luck or to kill time before celebration in a restaurant begins?
Traditions and customs emerged and became absorbed from
different cultures and epochs. Thus, wearing a white dress by
a bride was introduced by Catherine II, whereas historically the
color of the dress used to be red. We are going to tell you about
some Russian traditions of the past.
From time immemorial weddings were one of the most interesting and sophisticated phenomena of festive, ritual and everyday life of the Russia people. Being at once a clerical, secular
and pagan festival, weddings became a turning point in life of the
newlyweds, and an unforgettable event for the rest of community.
Weddings united people, making them more generous and joyful,
and gave them a rare sensation of the plenitude of life. This is why
in modern weddings the majority of rites has been lost forever.
Wedding Traditions of the Old Slavs
Very little is known about weddings of the pagan Rus. According
to the famous Russian historian N. Karamzin, the Old Slavs usually
bought their wives, and did not observe any wedding ceremonies
as such. The standing of a wife was almost like that of a slave: she
was obliged to take care of the household, children and husband,
and could neither complain about her husband nor argue with him,
but had to show utter obedience to him. After the death of her
husband, the widow was expected to burn herself in a fire together with the husband’s dead body. A living widow was a shame
for all the family. The chronicler Nestor recorded the evidence of
customs of the Old Slavs varying from
tribe to tribe. Plural marriage was
widely spread among the Slav men.
As time went by, the living of pagan
Slavs was becoming more complex,
accumulating various believes and
rituals.
Wedding in Christian Rus
At the end of the 10th century, Christianity was declared the official religion of the Kievan Rus. Following
the dissemination of the new belief,
the traditional Russian wedding ritual
started taking shape. But it was not
ultimately formed until the 16th century. Thus, a 13th century birch-bark
document from Novgorod, for example, contains the following message:
“From Mikita to Uliianitsa. Marry me.
I love you and you love me. And as
witness to this Ignat....”
However, this record was quite unusual. The more popular way of get-
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Merchants’ wedding. 1917
Boris Kustodiev (1878 – 1927)
Private collection

a stag party, came later. The church wedding ceremony was followed by numerous wedding feasts. The
major wedding components had different names and
combined with each other in different ways in various places. All the rites were observed only if at least
for one of the newlyweds it was the first marriage. If
widows or widowers got married, then the ritual was
very much simplified. Unlike the first marriage, the
second one was not cloaked in a sacred aura. Almost
all the attributes of a wedding ritual had hidden magic
meaning and served as tangible symbols of abstract
notions and relations.
The majority of wedding customs were inherited
from the pagan Rus, others came with Christianity.
A considerable part of the rites and attributes of the
Russian wedding was adopted from other countries.
Thus, in antique nuptials there were also wedding
rings and bridal veils, candlelights and wreaths, gifts
and joining of hands. The custom of showering the
newlyweds with hops, seeds and coins also came from the culture of antiquity. The traditional Russian round loaf as a symbol
of marriage was adopted from the Romans: in Rome the bride
and the bridegroom were to taste bread of dough kneaded on
salted water with honey.

ting married, as in most of Medieval Europe, required the negotiation of parents with parents, and the young people played little
or no part. They rarely even saw each other prior to the wedding
itself. As a popular 17th century saying went: “A maiden seen
is copper, but the unseen girl is gold.” The rather romantic notion that two lovers would elope was strongly
ruled out by these customs. 16th century travBoyars’ wedding. 1883
eler Sigmund von Herberstein recorded: A man
Klavdy Lebedev (1852 – 1916)
who sues for the hand of someone’s daughter is
Tretyakov Gallery
despised. It is the father who chooses the suitor,
saying to him: ‘I approve of you and your activities and therefore offer you my daughter in marriage.’ The young man replies: ‘I will speak to
my friends about it.’ If both sides think well of it,
negotiations are concluded and the wedding-day
named.
The major innovation that Christianity brought
about to the wedding ceremony was its obligatory church consecration or crowning. A complicated symbiosis of Christian rites and pagan beliefs of the Slavs existed for centuries. The 16th
century saw the formation of complete wedding
ritual with definite stages, list of wedding titles
(members of the wedding), symbolic attributes,
certain styles of dresses and food. Specific wedding folklore was also accumulated.
All the traditions that used to be part of the mode of life are
The traditional marriage ceremony starting with match-mak- nowadays simply customs that some people recall to make their
ing, went on with the examination of the bridegroom’s household, wedding ceremonies brighter and more colorful. P
the presentation of the bride, the betrothal and the spree. While it
was the mothers who arranged the matching of bride and groom,
it was the fathers who worked out the financial arrangements of
the dowry. While the Church remained silent on the issue of dowries, they were very important to the people themselves because
they gave the woman an independent means of support. In Russia, a woman kept full control over her dowry. This situation allowed her tremendous autonomy, as these dowries were far from
pittances. The dowry usually consisted of one-quarter of her father’s worth. Usually, half of this amount was kept in currency and
the other half in valuables (e.g., gold, silver, pearl, dishes, clothes,
horses, carriages, servants, etc.). If the woman had no brothers,
the dowry might even include land. The oral agreement of the
dowry between the fathers ended the period of “courtship”.
The marriage service at church, preceded by a hen party and
2008
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A Long Weekend in Minsk
text Anne Coombes

A long weekend in Minsk
Why not escape the dirty streets of Moscow in favour of a few
days in charming Minsk? Pristine parks, cosy cafes and stunning
architecture are just an overnight train ride away.
Why Minsk?
The centre of Minsk is surprisingly beautiful – especially after
dark, when cleverly-designed illuminations transform the grand
colonnaded facades. The best way to admire this enchanting capital is to don some comfortable shoes and simply walk until you
can walk no more. The main promenade route takes you down
Independence (Nezavisimosti) Avenue – offering majestic views
along its length and passing several impressive squares. Victory
Square – marked by its elegant monument and eternal flame – is
flanked on all sides by gorgeous buildings movingly proclaiming
that ‘heroic deeds are immortal’.
Whatever Moscow has become, Minsk is glaringly its opposite:
ridiculously clean, law-abiding and notably devoid of billboard
advertising. If Moscow is a racy starlet on her way to fame and
fortune, Minsk must be an innocent young milkmaid with her eyes
set only on the next barn-dance. You certainly won’t be bored
in Belarus’ capital though. There’s plenty to see and do. In fact,
you’ll probably love it so much you’ll come back for more.
What to see
Relive a bygone age with a turn down Karl Marx, Lenin and Engels
Streets, then take a stroll past the KGB building. Admire bright
young things swishing about on the outdoor ice-rink in October

Square and take note of 2 Kisleva St – the sometime abode of
a young Lee Harvey Oswald. You can continue your promenade
by following the River Svislach to the Troitsky Suburb – the ‘old
town’ rebuilt in vivid 19th century pastels. The Afghan monument
on the tiny Isle of Tears is another sombre reminder of wartime
loss. To understand the horrors still recalled by older Minskites,
you should pay a visit to the Great Patriotic War Museum (on
October Sq). The photos of public hangings and POW camps are
enduringly disturbing. Meanwhile, maps set out the Nazi’s target
extermination figures.
The Belarusian State Circus building began construction in
1954 – designed to be the most beautiful and the largest in the
USSR. It remains an amazing sight – lit gloriously by night and
drawing full houses to its 1668-seat ring. The original bronze
chandeliers - presented by Moscow’s Light Bulb Works in 1959
– still hang inside. If acrobats and performing animals aren’t your
cup of tea, you might enjoy an ice-hockey match or a trip to the
Ballet, the Opera or the Philharmonic. Tickets can be had for as
little as $4 from the box office located in the underpass next to
the flagship McDonalds (on Independence Avenue).
Another ‘must-see’ is the Cathedral of St. Simon and Elena
- designed by Warsaw architect Tomash Poyadersky, alongside
Vladislav Markoni. It opened in 1910, but, after the October Revolution, housed the BSSR State Polish Theatre and, later, a film
studio. It reopened as the Red Church just 15 years ago.
Minsk cannot offer art lovers anything to compare with the
inside of the Kremlin or the galleries of St. Petersburg but the
Belarusian Art Museum (on Lenin St). has a small local collection of landscapes and portraits from the 17th – 20th century
among its largely Russian archives. The paintings of Belarus’
famous Radziwill family are among the most intriguing, and the
fine selection of iconography - dating from the 15th century – is
worth seeing.
If you have time, step off the main avenue to explore Gorky
Park. Its tree-lined pathways are perfect for gentle meandering.
You can take a 15-minute ride on the big wheel for bird’s eye
views of the city, and then warm up with a hot drink and snack
from one of the park’s cafes. The Botanic Gardens and Chelyuskintsev Park – a huge forested area – are the wilder option. You
quite forget that you are still in the heart of the capital.
Cafes, restaurants, bars and clubs
U Ratushi (Gertsena St) – behind October Square – is Minsk’s
most popular bar; arrive after 7pm and you may not get a table.
Its cosy atmosphere and live music draw in the crowds every
night of the week. Alternatively, try Rakovski Brovar – a micro-
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brewery in the old Jewish quarter of town. The rustic ‘hunting
lodge’ interior – complete with mounted deer heads – has to be
seen to be believed. Staraya Rusla (Ulyanovskaya St) also serves
tasty wheat beer and a selection of traditional Belarusian fare (for
this, read draniki with sour cream and mushrooms and a selection
of hearty soups) - just be ready for their three-piece folk band
at full volume. Another great choice is Pechki’s (above October
Square metro); their very own caged cockerel calls the hours.
Most restaurants nod to European cuisine with pasta and some
well-known sauces on the menu. An amusing holiday pastime
can be to catalogue the hair-raising translations: foul breasts,
paltry meat and boiled brains could be the house specialty. In
most places, you can treat yourself to three courses for $25 - but
watch out for wine prices, which can be rather shocking.
If contemporary elegance is more your scene, then Singing Fountain (Oktyabrskaya St) fits the bill nicely – especially if you like to
listen to jazz. The Italian themed menu never disappoints. Alternatively, pay a visit to the Parisian inspired News Cafe or cosily quaint
Granny’s Cafe (Karl Marx St). Both offer excellent evening dining
but are just as wonderful for afternoon coffee and cake. Belarusians are particularly fond of creamy sponge concoctions and it’s
not difficult to find an attractive option. Opposite the KGB building
are stylish Beze and eccentric Cafe London – with miniature models of London landmarks inside and an amazing coffee selection.
One of the city’s most well-known spots is trendy Salotki Falvarak
on Victory Square. Its desserts revolve attractively inside a glass
cabinet; the sticky chocolate and cherry cake is particularly good.
If you are heading out for a night on the town, keep your expectations within reasonable limits. Minsk lacks the sophistication of
Moscow and there is a lot less money on show. The upside of this
is that you can go out for a boogie without spending an arm and

a leg on entrance fees and pricey cocktails. Most clubs charge
around $12-15 for a seat at a table and a large Tequila Sunrise
can be had for about $10. Zhuravinka Cub (Yanka Kupala St) has
cosy booths and a Las Vegas inspired floor show most nights. It’s
a popular destination for anyone celebrating a birthday, anniversary or engagement. For a different atmosphere, try Goodwin’s
(19 Nezavisimosti St). It’s a favourite with students, who love the
80s nights. Don’t worry about dressing up to the nines – remember that most Minskites don’t have access to the latest fashions.
Tight black trousers and a sparkly top are de-rigueur.

Hitting the shops
Nobody travels to Minsk to go shopping. Compared to Moscow,
the retail opportunities are laughable. However, you can soak up
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makes even the worst bout of flu more bearable. It’s the ultimate
winter warmer.
If you want to stay off the ‘hard stuff’, you’ll find that good old
Baltica is widely available throughout Minsk. If you fancy something more local, the fruit of Minsk’s two larger breweries is also
easily located – Krynitsa and Alevaria. They are cheaper than
Baltica, but beer connoisseurs may find they lack depth. An even
more sober alternative is Kvass – created by soaking brown bread
in water and sugar; it’s only mildly alcoholic and tastes rather like
flat beer. For a soft option, try Birch Juice – this refreshing beverage is made from birch sap, gathered each spring.

local flavour at Komarovsky Market (take the metro to Yakub Kolas and follow the crowd). The fruit and veg are so colourful, you
won’t be able to resist a punnet of strawberries or a juicy nectarine. Inside, you can admire whole pigs hanging from hooks and
marvel at the ‘butcherettes’ working their magic with cleavers.
Just outside of town, Zhdanovichi Market offers fur coats and
imported leather goods at very reasonable prices. Go there to buy
a new jacket and you might find yourself coming away with three!
For souvenirs, woven straw dolls and linen tablecloths are traditional; there are plenty of souvenir shops around town but GUM
or TSUM (which in no way resemble their Moscow counterparts)
are good places to find examples. Their ladies’ clothing departments are also fun for anyone who finds luridly embellished polyester and scratchy lace amusing.
Local delicacies
There are one or two things that Belarus does well and one of
them is chocolate. Minsk’s most famous sweetie shop is Lakomka
(Sweet Tooth). The aroma of chocolate is so strong that it almost
knocks you backwards as you open the door. The shop assistants
must spend their working lives high on chocolate endorphins.
Communarka and Spartak are the leading brands – each widely
awarded throughout the CIS. If you share the Belarusians’ fancy
for cream cakes, then you’ll enjoy a trip to Karavai – the capital’s
most famous bakery (on Victory Sq). It gets so busy on Saturdays
you can barely push your way through the door. Canny locals order their gateaux well in advance and then just pop in to collect.
Even if you don’t buy anything, it’s worth visiting to admire the
‘show cakes’ on display inside.
Like their Russian pals, Belarusian men do like their vodka
– Belarus is actually the world’s fifth largest consumer, which
is pretty impressive considering that it has a population of less
than ten million. The Brest distilleries’ vodkas (near the Polish
border) and Minsk’s Krystal brand sell particularly well and make
excellent gifts. These retail for about $2-3 but commemorative
editions are sometimes released for rather more (e.g. in bottles
shaped like Victory Square). For a genuine Belarusian drinking
experience, Samogon is the ‘real McCoy’. It’s a speciality of the
Puscha area (near Brest) and easily substitutes for rocket fuel.
Home distilled varieties have proven fatal so often that the authorities have mounted a focused campaign to eliminate illegal
moon-shining.
Last but not least, we must mention Belarusian Balsam – a
foul concoction prescribed for every sort of winter cough and
cold. Thick, dark and potent, it should be added to hot water with
plenty of honey; much like a tot of whisky, it numbs all pain and
30
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A little bit of history
Belarus (White Russia) was founded in the 9th century but was
subsumed by the Grand Duchy of Lithuania in the 1200s and, later, by the Russian Empire. It briefly proclaimed independence in
1918, falling to the Red Army in 1919. Western Belarus was given
to the Poles in 1921 and was then retaken in 1939, to become part
of the USSR. Belarus spent 1941-1944 under Nazi occupation,
losing 2.2 million people during the war years (just over 25%).
Over 9000 villages and towns were razed and around a million
buildings were destroyed.
Minsk was bombed so whole-heartedly that barely a stone was
left standing. This gave Stalin the perfect opportunity to rebuild
the city as his model ‘ideal’. In August 1991, as the Soviet Union
broke up, Belarus declared independence. However, since 1995,
Minsk has been taking firm steps towards cementing its relationship with Moscow - working towards a Union State.
Where to stay
Minsk’s first five-star hotel, the Europe, (www.hoteleurope.by)
has at last opened its doors, its facade modelled on that of the
Europe Hotel of a century ago. It is the only Belarusian hotel to
boast an open atrium and panoramic glass lifts. No cost has been
spared to make it the country’s premier accommodation. It has a
luxurious indoor pool, sauna and jacuzzi facilities, a fitness centre
and Belarus’ first Toni&Guy salon. You can relax for a while with a
masseuse, settle down for the evening in one of the five bars, or
sample the fare at the elegant restaurant. Needless to say, there’s
also a small night-club on the premises. Its 67 rooms – boasting
satellite TV and Internet connections - are tastefully furnished
in modern white. Such comfort doesn’t come cheaply of course:
basic doubles start from around 400 Euros while those with cash
to splash can part with 1150 Euros for the Presidential Suite.
If your budget won’t quite stretch that far, the Hotel Minsk is a
good alternative (with doubles for around $200); it’s similarly well
located in the centre. The cheapest viable option is the Hotel Belarus (around $100) – its only real selling point is the lively 1000
capacity West World Nightclub on the ground floor.
How to get there
Mid summer is a lovely time of year to visit, being sunny and
pleasantly warm, but winter also lends the city its own wistful
beauty. It’s easy to take the overnight train from Moscow; the
most expensive compartments cost about $300 return for a twin
and are worth every dollar. The train brings you conveniently to
the very centre of Minsk – a mere 5 minute taxi ride from your
hotel. If you prefer to fly, Aeroflot / Belavia have returns for around
$250. As the airport is 45km out of town, this necessitates arranging your hotel to send a car for you however. Russian citizens
can travel freely across the border but other passport holders
need a visa. Visit www.embassybel.ru to find out more. P
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Becoming Jane

A

World Without End –
Ken Follet
Text Sophie Larder

E

ighteen years after his bestselling epic
tale, The Pillars of the Earth, captivated
readers, Ken Follet has just released the eagerly anticipated sequel, World Without End.
Set in the same cathedral town of Kingsbridge, the story begins two centuries later
in the fourteenth century. The teenage king
Edward II is on the throne having replaced
his mother, Isabella, about whom rumors
persist that she and her lover killed her husband, Edward I. Yet
the royal intrigues are merely a mysterious backdrop to the realistic down-to-earth characters who grab our attention immediately.
On the day after Halloween, in the year 1327, four children who
we follow through the course of the tale into adulthood, meet for
the first time while sneaking away from the cathedral. As any
person who has ever heard a fairy tale on their grandmother’s
knee will tell you, no good ever comes to children who enter a
forbidden forest. And our heroes, the clever Merthin, his psychopathic younger brother Ralf, the natural leader Caris and the
child thief Gwenda rapidly find out. Their lives are shaped, first
by meeting each other and secondly by the strange and violent
events that occur after this meeting. These are the characters
the story centers upon, as they journey into adulthood following the course ordained for them from birth. like the poverty
stricken Gwenda and the psychopathic squire Ralf. Merthin and
Caris, inexpressibly drawn together from childhood, cast their
own unique courses.
The characters find themselves caught in the central battle
of Kingsbridge, between the ruling elite of monks of the Kingsbridge priory and the town guild of aldermen and craftsmen.
It is a time of changing ideas and massive upheavals, as one
disaster after another strike the town culminating in the greatest
disaster of all, the Great Plague. The characters must battle for
their own survival against the strict and narrow-minded dogmas of the church, as well as against some of the ambitiously
corrupt men who are the monks and moral leaders of the city.
A wonderful page-turner and ripping yarn that will keep you
enthralled throughout. P

n enchanting biopic of one of England’s most beloved authors,
Becoming Jane is loosely based on the younger life of Jane
Austen, author of classics such as Pride and Prejudice, Sense and
Sensibility and Mansfield Park.
The film focuses on the young Jane Austen, a completely wilful
free spirit and vivacious and creative young writer, whose life as
she becomes older is increasingly constrained by the values and
expectations of Georgian England. Marriage to a man of ‘means’
is the aim of a young woman’s life; a concept that the young Jane
(American Anne Hathaway) finds it difficult to deal with. Passion
strikes eventually in the unexpected person of arrogant, worldlywise Irish student of the law Tom LeFroy (James McAvoy). Choices
and sacrifices must be made and the ending is truly poignant, giving credit to the young actors in the starring roles.
The film is a veritable who’s who of British cinema. Julie Walters
is superb as Jane’s irrepressible matchmaker of a mother and Maggie Smith stars as the evilly misguided Lady Gresham. The young
stars shine in their roles, and do exceptionally well when portraying
the older versions of their characters at the end of the film.
Austen fans will appreciate the constant parallels between Pride
and Prejudice and moments in the author’s life. Jane is a veritable
copy of Elizabeth Bennet at her most wilful, while the tale of two
sisters disappointed in love will strike a chord. Maggie Smith’s
character is an early prototype of the classic Lady Catherine de
Burgh. Georgian manners, society and the more down-to-earth
life of the era are portrayed in more depth than any Austen story,
and will grip viewers with the film’s attention to detail.
This is a memorable film that is not necessarily historically accurate yet nevertheless provides an enchanting view of Georgian
life and Jane Austen’s early years and influences. P
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Notes From Underground
Part II: The Red Line
text and photos Ray Nayler

F

ew human constructions so completely fuse the mundane, workaday world with the exotic and the strange as the Moscow Metro.
The Moscow Metro is many things but most important, it is one of
the world’s most efficient and heavily used transport systems. It is
a monument to the world-view of the Soviet Union and its fascination with concepts of utopia and victory. It is also a triumph of
engineering. Add to this the often overwhelming crush of crowds,
the mishmash of city characters, from black-fingernailed homeless
people seeking refuge from the cold to New Russian girls with shiny
fake Gucci purses clutched protectively against their glittery jackets,
and the Moscow Metro can be overwhelming on some days for even
a seasoned traveler. The map of the Metro reveals a tangled arterial
web underneath the city streets that seems as chaotic as the capital
itself. But where did it all begin?
The Red Line, or Line 1, was the inaugural line of the Metro. Formerly named “Kirovskaya,” and now called “Sokolnicheskaya,” the
line cuts across Moscow in an angle from the NE to the SW, with 19
stations, and carrying about 1 million passengers a day. The first
part of the line, from Sokolniki to Park Kultury, was opened on the
15th of May 1935, with Sokolniki first opening its doors to passengers. Subways, by many different names, were already open in
London, New York, Boston, Berlin, Madrid, Barcelona, Glasgow and
Athens. In Russia, however, a world war and civil war intervened,
and the construction of a Moscow Metro was postponed until 1931.
Upon seeing the initial plans for the Moscow Metro, H. G. Wells
advised the engineers to abandon their visions of utopia and buy
1,000 London buses instead. Shunting criticism aside, construction
began in earnest in 1931, with Komsomol members and suburban
Muscovites giving up their weekends and wielding picks on Sundays
to help at the digs. Four years later, the Red Line was complete as
then planned, cutting a diagonal line across the heart of the city.
In this article we will trace the route of those first passengers of
the Moscow Metropolitan, taking in the new stations they encoun32
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tered along the way.
The Sokolniki station, the first to open its doors, had 350,000 passengers showing up to ride the Red Line to its terminus at Park Kultury. Sokolniki was designed not to feel like you were underground at
all. Its architecture is intended to give the traveller a sense of limitlessness and space, with Italianate ceilings and two rows of square
columns clad in gray and cream marble cut from the Ural Mountains.
The station won the Grand Prix at the 1937 Paris World’s Fair.
Later lines would be deeper, and constructed using more ambitious methods, and with more ambitious decoration, but the inaugural line of the Metro is striking in its classic simplicity and its relative modesty in comparison with the stations on some of the other
lines. The ceilings of many of the stations are Italianate, the columns
stately and reserved, and the Soviet decoration (hammers and sickles, sheaves of wheat and red stars) are often muted in comparison
with later stations on other lines.
Krasnoselskaya, the next station on the line, is an excellent example of the general approach. This station, predicted to have less
traffic than the others, was built with a narrow platform and a single
row of columns, ten in all, faced in red and yellow Crimean marble.
The tile floor in the vestibule at the western end was replaced later
with a marble floor matching the rest of the station. If the restorations going on at other stations are any indication, the tile along the
walls of the station may eventually be replaced as well.
Komsomolskaya is relatively modest, with columns bearing the
seal of the Komsomol at their top and wheat-sheaves decorating
the railings along the upper galleries overlooking the main platform.
The columns and decoration are muted in design, neo-classical and
Italianate, with a slight modern bent, but without the extravagance
to be found in later lines (such as the Ring Line station of the same
name). It is from this station that the first test train of the Moscow
Metro departed, traveling to Sokolniki on October 1st, 1934.
Another Grand Prix winner at the 1937 Paris World’s Fair is the

Features
Krasniye Vorota station, one of the first two stations to employ the
triple-arched design, with the outer two arches, through which the
trains run, cut off from the center of the platform by a series of heavy
pylons faced in red Georgian marble. The name from this station
comes from the monumental Red Gates, a baroque triumphal arch
dating from the 18th century that the Mossovet demolished, despite
protests, in 1928.
Next along the line is Chistiye Prudy, built in London Underground style (or the Soviet interpretation of the same) and clad
in grey Ural marble and granite. Two passageways connected the
separate platforms, although the pylons along the platforms were
finished to give the impression that a central hall exists. Most of
the arches along the center were, in fact, blind. The station was
originally Kirovskaya, and there is still a bust of Kirov at the end of
the platform, although the name was changed in 1990. In 1971, the
central hall was reconstructed so that Chistiye Prudy could connect with the Kaluzhskaya-Rizhskaya line (Line 6, the Orange Line).
Though this central hall was designed to fit into the original design
of the station, it has a sort of 70s “space-communism” feel that
was trendy at that time.
A heroic sculpture in the vestibule on Nikolskaya street commemorates the builders of the Lubyanka station, who had to contend
with quicksand, a sinking station, and an
underground river that undermined their
efforts which, like Chistiye Prudy, was
also built originally in the London Underground style, with short passageways at
the end of the platforms connecting the
two tunnels, and then later expanded to
serve as a transfer point to the Tagansko-Krasnopresnenskaya Line (Line 7,
the Purple Line). Unfortunately, this expansion ruined the original architectural
concept of the station.
Okhotniy Ryad was a major construction challenge, being wedged between
the Hotel Moskva and the State Duma at
a depth of only 8 meters. Lazar Kaganovich, in charge of the Metro project at
the time, insisted on a three-vault design
for the station. Imported Italian marble
is used on the station pylons, the only
imported marble on the Moscow Metro.
The finishing of the station, involving
thousands of tons of plaster and square
feet of marble, was done in just two
weeks to meet the opening date of the
Metropolitan.
Biblioteka Imini Lenina is located just
two meters below ground level, but it
was excavated underground rather than
using the cut-and-cover method, so as
not to disrupt traffic above. This gracefully arched single-vault station is the
only one on the first line of the Moscow
Metro, and gives the impression, nearly,
of being above ground, with a limitless-looking horizon and the illusion of
a nearly endless platform.
Ideal soil conditions and the planning
of a massive Palace of Soviets on the
grounds of the Cathedral of Christ the

Savior (then demolished) led Kropotkinskaya to become one of the
grandest stations on the Moscow Metro line, with flared, torch-like
columns along the length of its platform and a soaring ceiling. But
the Palace of Soviets, and the volume of riders it would entail, never
materialized, and now Kropotkinskaya is used mostly by tourists
visiting the Pushkin Museum or the rebuilt cathedral.
Our journey along the first line of the Moscow Metro ends at Park
Kultury, decorated in the Greek style, and with its pillars faced with
Crimean marble. Central and terminal stairs connect the platform
with the footbridges leading to the vestibules. This station was one
of the more difficult to build, as it occupied a major intersection and
was so close to the Moscow River that water constantly threatened
to flood the pit during construction. One of the original vestibules,
leading down to the southernmost end of the platform, is worth a
look, as it has survived almost unchanged since 1935. On your way
to the surface, take a look at the beautiful, precise marble mosaic of
Maxim Gorky. Then cross the bridge for an hour or two of ice skating
along the frozen paths of the park. After so much time underground,
you deserve some fresh air.
Next month, we’ll explore the stations of the Green Line. P
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Traveling Well ...
text Ross Hunter in association with
Dr.Christophe Bagot, psychiatrist, therapist,
psychopharmacologist European Medical Center

illions of people everywhere, but especially
Passport magazine readers, spend time travelling. Travelling to other continents, their modern
cities and ancient ruins and enjoying picturesque
places is a wonderful experience, whether on holiday or while doing essential business. To discover
new things and different ways of life, to meet different people, to try different foods and listen to different musical rhythms; all these enrich and broaden the
mind.
But unfortunately, these joys are often outweighed
by travellers’ problems that they bring with them on
their journeys. Disorders such as anxiety, depression
and stress are a few of the obvious issues that can accompany an individual or his family members who have
the chance to travel or even move abroad. These are
the possible downsides of frequent travel, and it helps to
know how to recognise and get treatment for such disorders.
‘Know Your Enemy’ - some of the travel-related disorders
which are all too well known to the world’s doctors.
“It’s all getting on top of me” – Depression
The most common complaint of the expat or frequent traveller is depression. The combination of worries such as financial problems, starting a new job or not knowing the language
can sap the energy, blur the focus or make one irritable all the
time, even with no obvious trigger point. The symptoms vary
from person to person, but if you feel “down” for more than two
weeks, and these feelings are interfering with your daily life, you
should see a doctor. Treating depression is especially important
because it affects you, your friends and your work.

“I don’t want to be here” - Social Anxiety Disorder
Many people feel shy or self-conscious in various social situations. Speaking in public, going on a job interview or even asking for a date can make anyone feel shy or anxious. The symptoms are familiar; your heart pounds, your hands tremble or you
feel like you have ‘butterflies’ in your stomach. These anxieties are
temporary, and life soon goes on as usual. But if you end up sick
with worry, disrupting daily life and straining and breaking relationships, you may well have social anxiety disorder. It is an excessive,
persistent fear of social or performance situations. Some shy people
can be more daring when speaking in a foreign language, as if they
were playing a new role, but others are too sensitive to judgement and
imagined criticism, and will feel unable to speak a foreign language,
even after many months of intensive study.
“Get me out of here!” – Agoraphobia & Claustrophobia
Agoraphobia, or fear of open spaces, is potentially the most constricting disorder for the traveller. It frequently involves panic attacks in public
transports such as planes, trains and metros but also in lifts, airports and
crowded places. Panic attacks can also occur in any place where you feel
you cannot get out easily, shut in or claustrophobic; in theaters, concert
halls and even business meetings, especially if far away from a safe place
or home.
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“I’ll just check once more before we go” - obsessive-compulsive
disorders
Worries, doubts and superstitions are common in everyday life.
However, when they become so excessive, such as hours of handwashing or driving around and around the block to check that an
accident didn’t happen, then a diagnosis of obsessive-compulsive
disorder (OCD) may be made. Travellers affected by OCD are likely
to have more symptoms in the days or hours before travelling,
but they may also feel significant relief once they arrive at their
destination.

... or Disordered
Abroad?

“There’s a lot of comfort in a cake” – eating disorders
Billy Bunter, the rotund hero of (fictional) Greystokes School
did not see his insatiable appetite as a problem, but eating
disorders are likely to be exacerbated by the stress of moving one’s home or by major travel. While anorexics and bulimics can be seriously distressed by being confronted with
new and unfamiliar food in a foreign country, some bulimics
have been observed to find some relief from their obsessions about food when away from home. Overweight people
may feel psychological relief in a country where average
weights are higher, while they could be seriously worried
in a “slimmer” country. Unusual weight gain and loss are
both common consequences of extended travel, and these
should be monitored carefully, as should the anxiety that
such changes may cause.
“Dúirt mé leat go raibh mé breoite” – I told you I
was ill
The inscription on the late Irish comedian Spike Milligan’s tombstone applies to many. He was not by any
means alone in worrying constantly about ailments,
real and imagined. People suffering from hypochondria will avoid regions where medical service is
scarce, and places where they would consider that
their health is put at risk. They will frequently inquire
about the closest emergency service in case they
need help: constant counselling is both symptomatic and palliative.
So: “Don’t Panic”
The back of The Hitchhiker’s Guide to the Galaxy offers good advice. It is clear that being in
foreign lands sometimes has a negative influence upon your health. Being aware of the risks
is a good start. Lead a regular life, with good
sleep and eating rhythms, and plenty of outdoor exercise, and keep in touch with your
relatives and friends. But if you feel at least
one of the symptoms summarized above, you
should talk to a doctor. Don’t ignore these afflictions as they could worsen over the years
and potentially ruin your lifestyle and career.
Ex-pats and frequent travellers are more at
risk, so they need to be more aware. P
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Return of the King
Charles W. Borden
photos Ruslan Sergeev

T

he Knights of the Vine took another trip to New Zealand at
year-end, just before the long Russian holiday. Besides being a long way from anywhere, New Zealand is known for three
things: wool, the location for the filming of The Lord of the Rings,
and its wines. New Zealand has ten diverse wine regions, ranging from the mountainous, cool Central Otango on the South
Island to the warmer, coastal Hawke’s Bay on the North Island.

Dan Brooks, Yuri Navarro, John Ortega
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This was a last minute expedition, with invitations going
out to the Knights the morning of the tasting, Christmas
eve, and during a week when many ex-pats had already
departed Moscow. Nevertheless, by the time we arrived at
Navarro’s that evening, the table was filled. After all, the
western Christmas on December 25 is just another preholiday shopping and work day since Russian Orthodox

Natalia Zamyshlaeva

Wine&Dine
Christmas falls at the end of the first week of January. grape that is rePassport publisher, John Ortega, made one stop at a Kauff- spectably proman shop, Moscow’s only wine boutique with a large se- duced in New
lection of New Zealand wines. As it turned out from John’s Zealand but to
selections, we had a tour of several of New Zealand’s best no great distincwine regions.
tion. The first
Eric Boone
It was Sauvignon was MartinborBlanc that first ough Vineyard
brought vinicul- C h a r d o n n a y
tural fame to New 2002, a wine we
Zealand, proving it tried in our 2006
has a place on the tasting. Martinworld stage. Pinot borough VineNoir followed, and yard was foundtoday Pinot Gris ed in 1978, after
has become the a study showed
fashionable white that this area in
wine.
Cabernet the Wairarapa
Sauvignon
and region on the
Merlot have also southeast coast
Yelena Baldanova
achieved distinc- of the North
tion in New Zea- Island, not far
land, notably in the from Wellington,
Hawke’s Bay area was most suited to production of Burgundy style wines, thus
on the east coast Pinot Noir and Chardonnay, cornerstones of Burgundy, were
of the North Island, planted. Martinborough Vineyard was one of the pioneers, and
If one looks at the it has over twenty vintages under its belt.
New Zealand wine menu, and the flavors extracted, the NorthThis Chardonnay was one of the few that we tried that had
ern Hemisphere parallel would be Oregon and in fact, Central any Parker or Wine Spectator rating or comments – it scored
Otango lies at the same latitude in the southern hemisphere 87 in Wine Spectator with the following description:
that Oregon’s Willamette Valley lies in the northern.
A few years ago, few if any New Zealand wines graced Mos“Stylish and intense, with a focused stream of pear, apple, fig
cow’s shelves. Though the selection is still sparse, a number and creamy oak tones. Acidity keeps it refreshing, with pretty
of highly respected wineries are represented, including Ata oak spice shaping the finish.”
Rangi, Felton Road, Fromm, Te Mata, Neudorf, Mount Riley and
Palliser, from both the North and South Islands.
From Winery is a strong, Swiss-founded, boutique winery in
As usual, we worked our way up through the white wines, Marlborough, New Zealand’s largest producing region. Though
this time beginning with Nobilo Orca Bay Sauvignon Blanc Fromm’s focus is on Pinot Noir, it produces a number of excel2006. Nikola Nobilo was one of many Croatian immigrants in lent single vineyard Chardonnay wines. We sampled the Claythe 1940s who brought a desire for
home-produced wines to New Zealand and so planted vineyards. Nobilo
Winery is now part of Constellation
Brands, the world’s largest wine company. The Orca Bay line doe not appear
on the Nobilo website; it appears to be
a “value” brand, the type that is created for the mass export market. The
two Nobilo wines we tried, the Sauvignon Blanc and a Rose, were, handily,
the lowest priced we tasted.
Privately-held Thornbury Wines was
founded in 1997 and now produces
wines from four of New Zealand’s ten
wine regions. The Thornbury Sauvignon Blanc comes from Marlborough,
the region that put New Zealand on the
world wine map with its intense and
fruity Sauvignon Blanc wines. To many
oenophiles, nobody does it better.
After just two Sauvignon Blanc
Marina Sergeeva, William Bosler
wines, we skipped to Chardonnay, a
2008
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vin Vineyard Chardonnay 2002.
The last white was a Chardonnay from Felton Road, located in Central Otango on the
South Island. The mountains in this area create small, diverse microclimates. Felton Road
lies in the Bannockburn district, where hot
days, cool nights and dry autumn weather
provide the conditions for Pinot Noir. Felton
Road follows a number of organic viticulture
practices.
After a taste of the Nobilo Rose, we went on
to try two Pinot Noir wines from Fromm, the
La Strada, a blend from two vineyards, and the
Fromm Vineyard Pinot Noir, a single vineyard
wine. These were followed with a signature Pinot Noir 2003 from Martinborough Vineyard, a
wine that demonstrated that the experts were
correct when they selected this district for
Burgundy-type wines. The last pure Pinot Noir
Dan Brooks, John Ortega
was from Palliser Estate, another Martinborough fixture and one of New Zealand’s largest, with 85 hect- founded by Bruce & Anna-Barbara Helliwell, a husband and
ares of vineyards, the first planted in 1991.
wife team who emigrated from Tuscany. Unison is a premium
blend of Merlot, Cabernet Sauvignon and Syrah. It is aged in
large wooden casks, rather than barrels, to avoid over-oaking,
creating a softer style of wine.
Stonyridge is a Cabernet producer, located on Waiheke, a
small island near Auckland. Stonyridge produces French blends
with Cabernet Sauvignon, Merlot, Malbec, Cabernet Franc and
Petit Verdot grapes, and uses organic viticulture. Our selection, Larose (2002) is Stonyridge’s flagship Bordeaux blend.
The last wine came from Kumeu River Winery, founded by
Mick and Katé Brajkovich in 1944, about 20 miles from Auckland, after the family emigrated from Yugoslavia in 1938. Our
wine was Melba (2002) (after the founders daughter-in-law
and current director) a blend of Malbec and Merlot. The winery
continues as a Brajkovich family operation.
The scores for the wines this Christmas Eve were somewhat
Unison Vineyard of Hawke’s Bay specializes in red wines disappointing, though the Orca Bay white proved that the big
from the Gimblett Gravel Winegrowing District. Unison was boys know how to make a wine for the world markets. P
Ortega Easy Rating System
I love this wine!
I really like this wine!
This wine is good!
This wine is not that good!
I don’t really care for this wine!

John Oehrlein, Steven Traylor, Eric Boone
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a a a a 4 pts.
a a a 3 pts.
a a 2 pts.
a 1 pt.
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Wine

District

Retail (RR)

Retail (USD)

Rating

Nobilo

Orca Bay Sauvignon Blanc 2006

Marlborough & Hawke’s Bay

396

$16

3.58

Thornbury

Sauvignon Blanc 2006

Marlborough

904

$37

3.23

Martinborough Vineyard

Chardonnay 2002

Wairarapa (Martinborough)

1,628

$66

3.35

Fromm Winery

Clayvin Vineyard Chardonnay 2002

Marlborough

2,026

$83

3.03

Felton Road

Chardonnay 2004

Central Otango

1,443

$59

3.20

Orca Bay Rose 2006

Hawke’s Bay

396

$16

3.27

3.78

White Wines

Rose Wine
Nobilo
Red Wines
Fromm Winery

La Strada Pinot Noir 2002

Marlborough

1,566

$64

Fromm Winery

Fromm Vineyard Pinot Noir 2003

Marlborough

2,532

$103

3.15

Martinborough Vineyard

Pinot Noir 2003

Wairarapa (Martinborough)

2,424

$99

3.58

Palliser Estate

Pinot Noir 2004

Wairarapa (Martinborough)

1,447

$59

3.75

Unison

Unison Selection 2001

Hawke’s Bay

2,170

$89

4.05

Stonyridge

Larose 2002

Auckland

5,607

$229

4.05

Kumeu River

Melba Merlot/Malbec 2000

Auckland

1,158

$47

4.02

$967

Rating
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Restaurant Review

Short Takes
text Charles Borden

Correa’s on Gasheka
Isaac Correa has returned to Gasheka, to the space vacated
by Uley, brightening up the interior with light wood trim and
unveiling the windows to bring in light from the street. With
comfort food like his Philly cheese steak sandwich (350r), or
the spicy sausage, roasted pepper, chili, mozzarella and oregano pizza (300r), Correa’s is packed at lunchtime with staff
and managers from the Ducat office complexes. The salads,
appetizers and entrees change regularly. Correa’s is a bright,
comfortable place for an informal business meeting. It offers
take-out and catering, and features luscious desserts, good
service and reasonably priced, Correa private label, red and
white table wines.
Ulitsa Gasheka 7
+7 (495) 789-9654
www.correas.ru
M. Mayakovskaya

Old Havana
An amazing place, open for two years now with a stunning tableside Brazilian show nightly from Thursday to Saturday – the
costumes, choreography, music, Capoeira martial arts dancers.
Frankly, we’ve never seen anything like it. To top it off there’s a
late night disco, Cuban cigar roller and Salsa dance lessons. With
all that going on, it easy to ignore dinner, but Old Havana has
the Cuban cuisine down also. Try an appetizer of Càmarones de
Ñienfuegos (970r), tiger shrimp crusted with almonds and saffron
with sweet and sour sauce, Crema de Camarones (300r), cream
soup with tiger prawns and wine, and Steak Amazonia (1250r),
grilled marbled Angus steak with salsa sauce.
Ulitsa Talalikhina 28
+7 (495) 723-1656
www.old-havana.ru
M. Volgogradsky Prospekt

Beavers
If you’re out in Marino for some of the great fashion deals at Passport publisher John Ortega’s Fashion Mart, step around the corner
to Robert Greco’s Beaver’s, a barbeque sports bar and grill. Beavers has some great American-style burgers, pizza, nachos, wings
and desserts, made with many of Greco’s hometown recipes. Try his
mom’s Antipasto (210r), the Olympic Pizza (430r) that weighs in at
more than a kilo, the Big Cheeseburger (230r), and a huge portion of
Apple Crisp (150r) just like grandma made it. The place fills up fast
on the weekends with locals, so it is a good place to try out your
Russian language skills. It may be way out of the center but worth
the trip.
Ulitsa Lyublinskaya 171
+7 (495) 783-9184
www.beavers.ru
M. Marino
40
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Coffee Bean on
Leningradsky Prospekt
Coffee Bean has a new location serving some of the best coffee in town – on the
right side as you head out towards the airport. For those who are confused by
the proliferation of coffee places in Moscow, most are actually just small restaurants with table service and full menu. Owner Jerry Ruditser brought Coffee
Bean and the US coffee shop footprint to Russia years ago, before anyone had
heard the S-word – good coffees and teas, counter service, light snacks, nosmoking and homley comfort.
Leningradsky Prospekt 56
+7 (495) 742-3755
M. Aeroport
www.coffeebean.ru

Passport Magazine’s Wine
and Dining Editor, Charles
Borden, has authored a new
book as a companion to the
website RestaurantVote.Com.
This 192-page pocket guide,
RestaurantVote Best World
Restaurants, is a concise list
of the top 1,000 restaurants
in the principal 100 business
travel cities around the world.
The RestaurantVote guide
was written as a companion to
the website RestaurantVote.
Com, which now provides
users the ability to rate over
640,000 restaurants in over
30,000 cities in 111 countries
with a simple ﬁve point rating system. To mark the release of this new guide, Passport readers will receive a free
copy of the book by applying
at info@restaurantvote.com
- just note this oﬀer is from
Passport in your email.
The book is available for
purchase in the U.S. on
Amazon.
2008
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Kuznetsky most
APPLE BAR & RESTAURANT
A chic and intimate lounge serving classical and
original innovative cocktails. The Restaurant offers
a selection of simple and tasty European dishes.
Contemporary atmosphere of harmony and fashion.
Bar open 24 hours. Restaurant 7:00-last guest.
11 Ul. Malaya Dmitrovka, (495) 980-7000
Tverskaya, Pushkinskaya

CITY GRILL
Contemporary European cuisine, state-of-the-art
interior. Noon-2:00.
2/30 Sad.-Triumphalnaya Ul., (495) 699-0953
Mayakovskaya

CUTTY SARK

BISTROT
Italian cuisine, three dining rooms, VIP hall, summer
patio. Noon-05:00.
12 Bol.Savinsky Per., Bldg. 2, (495) 248-4045
Kievskaya
CIPOLLINO

Restaurant stylized as a luxury ocean yacht. Fresh
seafood. Aquarium with live lobsters and crabs;
over 40 varieties of fish in an ice showcase; oysters
bar. Seasonal offers from the chef. Wine from
France, Italy, Spain and the New World and other
elite beverages; cigars. "Captain's Cabin" VIP room.
11:00-midnight. All cards are accepted.
12 Novinsky Bulvar, (495) 202-1312/1621
Smolenskaya, Barrikadnaya

Coffee and cream-colored stylish Italian eatery a
stone's throw from Christ the Savior Cathedral.
Three halls with numerous divans make for cozy dining in this upmarket restaurant. Noon-6:00.
7 Soimonovsky Proyezd, Bldg. 1,
(495) 291-6576
Kropotkinskaya

4 ANGELS CAFE
European, Russian and Japanese cuisine.
Cozy cafe with gorgeous interior. New menu. Collection 06/07 Autumn Winter.
Sunday-Thursday: 12:00-6:00 Friday-Saturday:
24 hours.
5 Pokrovka, (495) 364-3339
Kitay-Gorod

CONCERTO RESTAURANT AND BAR
Experience Italian cooking combined with the
freshest herbs and ingredients. Guests are
entertained by the live show in the theatre
kitchen, where the Italian dishes are produced in
the burning oven.
A large variety of pizzas and wide choice of
cheeses. For beverages you can rely on the
expertise of our sommelier.
12:00-16:00
Kosmodamianskaya Nab., 52 Building 6,

ZOLOTOI KUPOL
Upmarket restaurant serving Caucasian and panEuropean cuisine.
Wide selection of beverages.
24 hours.
Gorky, Rublyovo-Uspenskoye Shosse,
(495) 419-5278

Molodezhnaya

(495) 787-9800 ext. 3196
Paveletskaya

SHOKOLAD
Pan-European menu plus a selection of Japanese
dishes. Cozy decor and live music. 24 hours.
5 Strastnoi Bulvar, (495) 787-8866
Tverskaya

SETTEBELLO
Classic Italian menu with a Russian twist. Cozy coffee
lounge. Noon-last guest.
3 Sadovaya-Samotechnaya Ul., (495) 699-1656
Tsvetnoi Bulvar

CAFE DES ARTISTES

Cost of dinner for one without drinks • – to $15 •
– English-language menu • – Business lunch •

– $15-30 •
– $30-50 •
– $50-100 •
– Reservations recommended • – Kids menu • – Delivery •

– over $100
– Wi-Fi

MARIO
Delightful elegance and style flavored with the best
quality Italian dishes.
17 Ul. Klimashkina, (495) 253-6505
Ulitsa 1905 Goda

Restaurant and Bar presided over by Dolf Mikhail
offers fine dining in a relaxed atmosphere, often with
fresh art on the walls of the upstairs room. European
cuisine. 11:00-midnight.
5/6 Kamergersky Per.,
(495) 692-4042
Tverskaya
LOUISIANA STEAK HOUSE
A variety of steaks and shashlik. European food
served as well. 11:00-1:00.
30 Pyatnitskaya Ul., Bldg. 4, (495) 951-4244
Novokuznetskaya
5 RINGS RESTAURANT
European and Russian cuisine. Classic European Restaurant with cozy atmosphere and elegant interior.
Noon-last guest.
27 Dolgorukovskaya, (495) 250-2551
Novoslobodskaya
SEMIFREDDO
Little bit of everything – special set from chef. Large
list of wines, sparkling wines, grappa and cognacs.
Noon-23:00.
2 Rossolimo Ul., (495) 248-6169
Park Kultury
VOGUE CAFE
European food, top clientele.
Mon-Thu 8:30-1:00, Fri 8:30-2:00,
Sat noon-2:00, Sun noon-1:00.
7/9 Ul. Kuznetsky Most, (495) 923-1701
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SPAGO
Stylish restaurant with a wide range of pastas.
Live music. Noon-23:00
1 Bolshoi Zlatoustinsky Pereulok,
(495) 921-3797
Lubyanka
13 SANDWICHES BISTRO
Cozy Italian eatery serving warm pressed gourmet
sandwiches.
9:00-21:00, delivery 19:00.
www.13sandwiches.ru
21 Ul. Trubnaya, (495) 106-4996
Trubnaya

SUDAR
Russian cuisine. Authentic russian dishes. Recipes
from old cookbooks.Noon-16:00 – 25% discount.
19th century mansion interior. Summer terrace
called "Abazhur". Noon-last guest.
36a Kutuzovsky Prospect,
(499) 249-6965
Park Pobedy or Kutuzovskaya
CAFE PUSHKIN
A Moscow classic serving upmarket Russian cuisine
in lavish, 19th century surroundings. Bustling
ground-floor dining hall and a more sophisticated (and
pricier) experience complete with classical quartet,
on the upper levels. Reservation essential. 24 hours.
Tverskoy Bulvar, 26a, (495) 699-5590
Pushkinskaya
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1 RED SQUARE
The menu features lavish, centuries-old recipes.
Expect cream-laden meat dishes with fruit-based
sauces and live folk music.
Noon-midnight.
1 Krasnaya Ploshchad, (495) 625-3600
Okhotny Ryad
SENO
This inexpensive Russian restaurant is a good option
for the budget- or time-conscious. Its excellent selfservice buffet offers a wide range of salads and hot
meals. 9:00-midnight.
6 Kamergersky Pereulok, Bldg. 1, (495) 692-0452
Tverskaya
CAFE ROSET
Along with an excellent kitchen, Cafe Roset offers a
spectacular wine on the list, the Australian, Clarendon Hills Syrah. 9:00 - midnight.
29, Kutusovsky Prospect, (495) 249-9040
Kutuzovskaya
BLUE ELEPHANT
Royal Thai cuisine with impeccable service. One of
the newest in the worldwide chain features Royal
Thai Platter to sample a range of Thai specialties.
Three Elephant rating means very spicy-hot while no
elephants mean it’s mild enough to serve the kids.
Noon-midnight
31 Novinskiy Blrd,
(495) 580-7757
Barrikadnaya

SAPPORO
Modern Japanese restaurant with an extensive sushi
and sashimi menu. Noon-23:00.
14 Prospekt Mira,
(495) 207-0198
Prospekt Mira
ICHIBAN BOSHI

Good quality Japanese food with modern presentation in cool ambience at affordable prices.
11:00-midnight.
22 Krasnaya Presnya Ul.,
(495) 255-0909
Krasnopresnenskaya
105-1 Vernadskogo Prosp.,
(495) 433-9151
Yugo-Zapadnaya
BLOOMING SAKURA

GUILLY'S

"Guilly's" is the oldest, and best steakhouse in Moscow. The restaurant is situated in a cozy multi-room
basement of a historic mansion built in the early 19th
century. There's always soft background music on,
lights are adjusted to the time of day.
6 Stoleshnikov Per.
(495) 933-5521
Okhotny ryad

T.G.I. FRIDAY’S
American favorites in a cozy wood-paneled setting.
Noon-midnight.
18/2 Tverskaya Ul., 694-3921/2497
Pushkinskaya
1/2 Leninsky Prospekt., 238-3200
Oktyabrskaya
33 Ul. Zemlyanoi Val, in Atrium mall, 970-1187
Kurskaya
14 Ul. Novy Arbat, Bldg.1, 291-1318
Arbatskaya
23 Ul. Garibaldi, 779-4211
Noviye Cheryomushki
3 Ul. Novoslobodskaya, 780-7922
Novoslobodskaya
AMERICAN BAR&GRILL
Hamburgers, steaks, bacon & eggs breakfast and
more. Children’s room on weekends. 24 hours.
2/1 1st Tverskaya-Yamskaya Ul., (495) 250-9525,
Mayakovskaya
59 Ul. Zemlyanoi Val, (495) 912-3621/15,
Taganskaya
14 Kirovogradskaya Ul., (inside Global City Trade
Centre), (495) 956-4843,
Yuzhnaya
STARLITE DINER
American ‘50s-style diner, extensive menu with
great breakfasts, cheeseburgers and milkshakes.
Expat hangout. 24 hours.
6 Prospekt Vernadskogo
Universitet
16 Ul. Bolshaya Sadovaya, (495) 290-9638
Mayakovskaya
9a Ul. Korovy Val, (495) 959-8919
Oktyabrskaya

Authentic Japanese. Finer dining than the Ichiban
Boshi people who own it. Modelled after their upmarket fine dining restaurant in Singapore.
7/1 Ul. Krasina, (495) 254 7908
Mayakovskaya

NAVARROS
The creation of popular Moscow chef, Yuri Navarro,
serves breakfast, business lunch and dinners. From
tapas to eclectic Peruvian-Mediterranean fusion in a
detached building.
23 Shmitovskiy Proezd, Bldg 4, (495) 259-3791
Ulitsa 1905 Goda

JU-JU
African-European fusion interior reflects a hunting
house conveying the idea of a meat restaurant. Open
kitchen with wood-burning stove and a chargrill. A
huge selection of meat and fish dishes.
15 Smolensky Bulvar, (495) 291-1667
12:00-last guest, kitchen till 23.30.
Smolenskaya

TANDOOR
Indian cuisine.
31 Tverskaya Ul., (495) 699-8062, (495) 699-8962
www.tandoor.ru
email: info@tandoor.ru
Mayakovskaya
LOUISIANA STAEKHOUSE
Big selection of Australian and Argentinian beef
steaks. Grilled fish.
Wines from France, Italy, Spain and New Zeland.
VIP space “Sheriff room”
Week days discount from 12:00 to 16:00 menu
discount 20%.
11:00-01:00
30 Pyatnitskaya str., Bldg. 4
(495) 951-4244, 959-5506
Tretyakovskaya, Novokuznetskaya

Wine&Dine
True Argentinean menu, the place for charcoal
grilled meats and fish.
Ulitsa Sadovaya-Triumphalnaya 4
(495) 699 7974
VANILLE ****

Hip and elegant partnership with Vogue magazine.
Modern, Continental menu.
Ulitsa Kuznetsky Most, 7/9
(495) 623 1701
GALEREYA *****

Hip French and Japanese within sight of Christ
the Savior Cathedral
Ulitsa Ostozhenka, 1
(495) 202 3341
BELOYE SOLNTSE PUSTIYNI ****

Trendy, lavish and expensive, the place to be and
be seen.
Ulitsa Petrovka, 27
(495) 937 4544
CAFE DES ARTISTES ****

Named after White Desert Sun, one of the
USSR’s favorite films. An eclectic Asian menu
that includes Azerbaijan and Uzbek cuisine.
Ulitsa Neglinnaya, 29
(495) 625 2596
ROBERTO ****

Kamergersky Pereulok, 5/6
(495) 692 4042
INDUS ****

Cozy, classy Italian
Rozhdesventkiy Bulvar 20
(495) 628-1944

Elitny modern Indian restaurant, with Chivas bar
on the first floor.
Plotnikov Pereulok, 15
(495) 244-7979
COFFEE MANIA ***
Daytime business meeting venue next to the
Moscow Conservatory.
Ulitsa Bolshaya Nikitskaya, 13
(495) 229-3901
GOODMAN STEAK HOUSE ***
Moscow’s premium steak house chain.
Novinsky Bulvar 31
(495) 981-4941
Tverskaya 23
(495) 775-9888
Leninsky Prospekt 57
(495) 775-9888

CLUBS
DЯGILEV
Trendiest of the current ‘hot’ clubs in Moscow.
Stringent ‘face control’ to let you in. The place to
see and be seen
Karetny Ryad Ulitsa. 3, Hermitage Garden
(495) 790-7400
Pushkinskaya
B2 CLUB
4 bars, sushi-bar, concert hall for 800 people.
Resonable prices.
Bolshaya Sadovaya st., 8, (495) 209-9918
Marksistskaya
JUSTO
Monday-Friday, Sunday 13:00-2:00, Friday-Saturday
13:00-3:00, Face control, Dress code
B.Tolmachyovsky per., 5, bld.9 (495) 937 37 50
Tretyakovskaya

TOCHKA
Open: Mon - Sun from 18:00 until 06:00
Oktyabrskaya Leninsky ave., 6, bldg. 7
(495) 737-7666
Pushkinskaya
SAKHAR
Open: Tue, Thurs from 20:00 until 6:00, Fri from
12:00 until 6:00, Sat from 20:00 until 7:00
Bol. Sukharevsky lane, 23/25
(495) 207-2838
Sukharevskaya
ALABAMA
Alabama is a very cosy jazz club in the heart of
Moscow. Great stylish place with comfy sofas, not
pricy food. Live concerts start at 9 p.m.
7/2 Stoleshnikov pereulok, 229-2412
Teatralnaya
NIGHT FLIGHT
The club keeps its doors open daily from 21:00 till
05:00.
Tverskaya st., 17 (495)229-4165
nighf@aha.ru www.nightflight.ru
Pushkinskaya
A PRIORI
Open: Mon-Sat from 24:00 until 12:00.
Face control
Bol. Molchanovka st., 12, bldg. 1 291 77 83,
737 58 43
Tretyakovskaya
ADRENALIN
Chermyansky proyezd, 1
473-0005, 477-3447
Medvedkovo

B2 CLUB
4 bars, sushi-bar, concert hall for 800 people.
Resonable prices
Bolshaya Sadovaya st., 209-9918
Tretyakovskaya
CABANA
Bar, restaurant with tasty Mexican and African food.
Male striptease on Tuesdays and Fridays. Entrance:
Fr.- Sat.(after 10 p. m.)
4 Raushskaya Naberezhnaya 1 238 50 06,
238 50 17
Tretyakovskaya
CENTRAL HOUSE OF ARCHITECTS
Open: Mon-Sat from 24:00 until 12:00.
Face control
7, Granatny Pereulok 290-3249,
291-7738
Tretyakovskaya
FABRIQUE
Open: Fri-Sat from 22:00 until 6:00. Dress code,
Face control
Sadovnicheskaya st., 33 291 77 83,
737 58 43
Novokuznetskaya
GAUDI ARENA
Skladochnaya st., 1, bldg 19 508-8060,
(fax 727-18-62)
Savyolovskaya
GOLDEN PALACE
Casino, concert hall, restaurant, open bar
for players. Entrance: free for women / 8 a.m.
to 6 p.m. - 20$, 6 p.m. to 8 a.m. - 50$
(price covers the amount of chips).
Face control.
15 3rd Ulitsa Yamskogo Polya,
212-3909
Belorusskaya

– over $100
– Wi-Fi

Comfortable, expat-owned with top-notch
Tex-Mex, Caribbean, Mojitos, Margaritas, Latin
music.
Komsomolsky Prospekt 13
(495) 246-5726
VOGUE CAFE ****

PAPA JOHN’S
Tucked in the basement below the Johnny the Fat Boy
Pizzeria, Pappa John’s features live music and plenty
of sweaty young bodies
2 Myasnitskaya Ul.(495) 755-9554
Kitay-Gorod

– $15-30 •
– $30-50 •
– $50-100 •
– Reservations recommended • – Kids menu • – Delivery •

EL GAUCHO ****

Cost of dinner for one without drinks • – to $15 •
– English-language menu • – Business lunch •

HEMINGWAY’S
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Venues
16 Tons Club
(495) 253-5300
Building 1,
6 Presnensky Val
M. Ulitsa 1905 Goda

MDM
(495) 248-4383
28, Komsomolsky Prospect
M. Frunzenskaya
Moscow Conservatory
(495) 629-2060
13, Bolshaya Nikitskaya Street
M. Biblioteka im. Lenina

B1 Maximum Club
(495) 648-6777
11, Ordzhonikidze Street
M. Shabolovskaya

Moscow International House of Music
(495) 730-1011
Buiding 8,
52 Kosmodamianskaya Emb.
M. Paveletskaya

Bolshoi Theatre
(495) 250-7317
1, Teatralnaya Square
M. Teatralnaya

Natalya Sats
Children’s Musical Theatre
(495) 930-7021
5, Vernadskogo Prospect
M. Universitet

Crocus Expo
(495) 727-2626
MKAD, 66th km
M. Tushinskaya

Olympic Stadium
(495) 688-5322
16, Olimpiysky Prospect

Estrada Theatre
(495) 959-0456
20/2 Bersenevskaya Emb.
M. Borovitskaya
Galina Vishnevskaya Opera Centre
(495) 637-7703
Building 1
25 Ostozhenka Str.
Kropotkinskaya
Gostiny Dvor
(495) 298-1660
4, Ilyinka Street
M. Kitai-Gorod
Ikra Club
(495) 505-5351
8a Kazakova street
M. Kurskaya
Illusion Cinema
(495) 915-4353
1/15 Kotelnicheskaya Emb.
M. Kitay-Gorod/M. Taganskaya
Ledovy Dvorets
at Khodynskoe Pole
(495) 643-1818
3, Khodynsky Boulevard
M. Dinamo
Lokomotiv Stadium
(499) 161-4283
125, Bolshaya Cherkizovskaya Street
M. Cherkizovskaya
Lumiere Brothers’ Gallery
(495) 238-7753
10, Krymsky Val
M. Park Kultury
Luzhniki (Palace of Sports,
S/C Druzhba)
(495) 785-9717
17, Luzhniki Street
M. Sportivnaya
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Novaya Opera
(495) 694-1915
Building 2,
3 Karetny Ryad Street
M. Tverskaya

Pushkin Museum of Fine Arts
(495) 203-7998
12, Volkhonka Street
M. Kropotkinskaya
Stanislavsky and Nemirovitch-Danchenko
Moscow Academic Music Theatre
(495) 629-2835
17, Bolshaya Dmitrovka Street
M. Tverskaya
State Kremlin Palace
(495) 928-5232
1, Vozdvizhenka Street
M. Borovitskaya
Tchaikovsky Concert Hall
(495) 699-0658
4/31, Triumfalnaya Square
M. Mayakovskaya
Theatre of National Art
(495) 437-3998
1, Michurinsky prospect
M. Yugo-Zapadnaya

Max Mara

Kookai
MNG
Banana Baby

M. MARINO, 126 LYUBLINSKAYA STR., TEL.: 783 4205
WWW.FASHIONMART.RU

BCBG
Banana Republic
Blend of America
Cavalli
Columbia
D&G

Readers of PASSPORT Magazine
Redeem this coupon for a 20% discount for unbelievable collection of your favorite brands!
Use this opportunity to pick up your Fashion Mart Discount Card
which would give you an extra 10% discount on your next purchase.

Dior DKNY DSQ Esprit ECUK Galliano GAP Gness Hilfiger

Diesel

Moschito Motive Naf−Naf Next Polo RG−512 Rifle Rip Curl DKNY DSQ Esprit FCUK Galliano

GAP Guess Essei Miake J.Cavalli J.Lo Kappa

Linda Lippner’s Column

Isn’t Boring Weather Boring?
text Linda Lippner

A

s I write this, we are in the midst
of another year of ho-hum winter weather in Moscow. I’m sorry,
but I didn’t come to Moscow for a
“temperate” winter.
I came to see if I could pit myself against the winter elements
and survive to tell the tale, at least to my amazed friends back
home who wonder why I wanted to experience 9 months of
winter. You see, many people back at home, particularly in
the southern part of the country, are convinced that Moscow
winters start in September and end after May. Well, in the bad
old days of real Russian winters, maybe they did!
Two winters ago we did indeed have some weather to write
home about. Actually we didn’t have to write home about it
since all the world press was talking about Moscow suffering
temps in the minus 20s C. It lasted only about 8-10 days but I
made the most of it by nodding over the phone as I talked to my
friends back home about how it was dangerous to go outside
and you could see crystals of moisture in the sparkling sunny
air, (yes there was lots of sunshine on those staggeringly
cold days!) and if you were caught in a little wind chill to
add to the weather factor – YOU COULD DIE OUT THERE!
It was interesting to have body parts such as your nose
feel very, very strange as your nose inevitably became
a little runny in the cold and then the “runny” more or
less froze on your face. And wearing the ski pants over
my regular pants; I felt like a stuffed grey bear with so
much down and padded polyester fabric keeping me
warm. Actually, I felt like I was 5 years old again, when
my mother would get me dressed for the winter snowstorm in our town and I could hardly move, much less
get up after I fell into a snow drift, since I had so many
layers of clothing on.
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And speaking of snow drifts: we can speak of them but we
sure aren’t seeing them in Moscow this winter. A few grayblack hillocks of frozen and re-frozen ice are piled alongside
the city streets, but hardly anything to get excited about. Recently, a trip to a country dacha was planned with friends and
we hoped to see some fresh white stuff. After picking ourselves carefully over the melted and re-melted ice, we gave up
on a nice country walk since each step was an anticipation of a
short ski drop to the ground. The snow in the woods was pretty indeed but not fun to walk over as we kept falling through the
crusty top layer and turning our ankles. Evidently, the country
was also not getting much snow either this winter.
Could it be that Global Warming has come to Moscow?
Sadly, ice skating and cross-country skiing may be replaced
by water-skiing on the river and winter hang-gliding off the
top of the ski-jump at Sparrow Hills. We will hope that things
don’t go that far in the years to come and that we get a bit of
snow before spring flowers begin to bud. P

Community

Fred Goes
Shopping
Fred Flintstone

F

red has been watching his grocer y checks climb during the past couple of years. There was a time when
he could live cheap in Bedrock. No more. In October,
Fred set off with Wilma and Fred Jr. to visit the Jetsons
to see how Bedrock food costs compare with theirs. He
took a list of common Bedrock grocer y and household
items and compared them on a kilogram, liter or unit
basis. It came as no shock that, for almost ever y item,
prices were higher, and for many, significantly higher.
One difficulty when making such a comparison is quality. For many food items, like packaged pasta, canned
tuna or mayonnaise, there is no large apparent difference
in quality, but in some other cases the difference is large.
The lowest-priced decent bacon in Moscow comes from
Hungary, but does not compare even closely to the meaty,
American bacon, even though it is almost two and a half
times as expensive as the American. Or take eggs - 12

large cage-free, clean Iowa eggs priced at $1.89 per dozen compared with 10 Russian eggs, priced 150% higher,
feathers and all. A Russian frozen pizza, thin on cheese
and other ingredients, is 270% the price of a US Tony’s
Pizza, heavily laden with sausage, cheese and tomato.
Transpor t doesn’t explain the price differences – a
750 ml bottle of Perrier is 214% of the US price and a
liter plastic bottle of Evian is 143% higher. A bottle of
Russia brewed Heineken beer is 114% higher than an
authentic Dutch brewed Heineken in America.
Since many name brand products are now produced in
or near Russia, the only apparent explanation for higher
price is “whatever the market will bear.” For instance,
a can of Coca Cola is 180% higher, Bon Aqua bottled
water 158% higher than the US equivalent, a bottle of
local brewed Miller 188% higher, Nescafe instant coffee
164% higher, and Pampers (4-6 kg) a whopping 361%
higher.
Bread and vodka are among the
ver y few bargains remaining in Russia. Of all the items in the Fred’s
comparison, only red potatoes, Orbit chewing gum, T V Park magazine,
oatmeal, and, surprisingly, Heinz
ketchup were lower than US prices.
The Russian government has become alarmed about the rising food
prices, and has pressured food retailers to keep prices stable before
the election. If histor y is a teacher,
the principal effects of this will be
shor tages of cer tain food items, and
big price hikes after the election.
Fred, Wilma and Fred Jr returned
from the holidays to find some prices continue to rise – a 200 gram
package of Valio (Finnish) butter is
now 71.5 rubles, up from 41.5 rubles
in October. . P
2008
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Army Day
text Alina Tsirkunova

T

he history of the holiday, known nowadays as the Day of the
Fatherland Defenders, started with the victory of Soviet power
in the armed revolt in Petrograd (now St. Petersburg) on October 24-25th (which is November 7-8th, New Style) 1917. Right after
that, the new Soviet government faced the necessity of combating counter-revolutionaries. The only armed force the Soviets had
was groups of Red Guard revolutionaries. Two days later, the Soviet
government addressed both the people of Russia and the governments of the other Allies fighting Germany and Austria, proposing
immediate negotiations to end the First World War. The German
government agreed to commence negotiations, which opened on
the 20th of November. But the other Allies declined to negotiate on
Soviet terms. Since Russia refused to surrender to Germany, war
recommenced.
The Soviet government, with the aim of protecting what was left
of the Soviet state from Germany—after the Baltic states, Finland, Ukraine and Bessarabia had declared indepenence—started
to organize a regular army. On the 15th January (28th New Style)
1918, Lenin signed the decree “On the organization of Workers’ and
Peasants’ Red Army”. On the 29th of January (11th February, New
Style), he signed another decree “On the organization of Workers’
and Peasants’ Red Fleet”.
On 23rd February 1918 in Petrograd, the formation of the Red
Army was announced under the slogan of Protection of the Socialist Fatherland from the Kaiser, whose forces had advanced to within
150 kilometers of Petrograd. In documents of that time the words
“German” or “German armies” are not used, only “Kaiser”, probably in the interests of proletarian internationalism and by analogy
with “the Tsar’s armies”.
A year later, on 23rd February 1919, during the session of Petrograd Council of Workers and Red Army Deputies, the Chairman of
the All-Russia Central Executive Committee, Yakov Sverdlov, emphasized that the Red Army had been created primarily to fight the
foreign enemy.
Since 1922, the celebration of the Red Army and Fleet Day has
acquired the character of a big national holiday. In that year, the
first army parade was held on Red Square. In 1995, the State Duma
of Russia passed a Federal law “On days of military glory (victorious days) of Russia”, in which this day is named as follows: “February, 23rd - the Day of the Victory of the Red Army over the Kaiser
armies of Germany (1918) - Day of the Defender of Fatherland “.
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(This was despite the fact that the Red Army lost every battle it
fought against the Germans in 1918.)
Of course, not all citizens of contemporary Russia know the full
name of this holiday, much less the history, and it doesn’t really
matter to them. The important thing is that it is a holiday for all
men, not necessarily only those in the military. The idea in our
minds is that defending the people that you love, your family, your
woman, your parents, from anything, whether it be cold, problems,
the bad guys or whatever, gives you the moral right to think that you
defend your Fatherland, because people are your Fatherland.
It is the only day of the year when our men can call themselves
“defenders”, and women give them their attention and gifts. It is the
male equivalent of the 8th of March (Women’s Day). Grown-up men
today were boys under the Soviet regime. Then, propaganda was
pervasive. As soon as a boy realized that he was a boy, he started
to celebrate this holiday as his holiday.
Now the meaning is different. Maybe it’s not good for our patriotism, but it’s good for our men: they need to feel our attention
at least once a year. Watch women in shops a week before the
holiday: they are all searching for a present for their men, even if
nine days before was St. Valentine’s Day. Russian people love
holidays, and they take any opportunity to celebrate them. May it
always be so! P

Classified
The English International School
A full British education
– Open NOW for 3-15s
– GCSE exam courses
– 6 buses from city & Rosinka
– Small classes & family atmosphere

Russian ?

“Each teacher really knows our children as
individuals” – parent

simple
301 2104

(495) 105-77-19
info@intensiv.ru

englishedmoscow.com

www.intensiv.ru

To advertise with

call:
+7(495) 221-2677, mob.: +7 (903) 724-4997
ram@passportmagazine.ru
PASSPORT Magazine currently has job openings for:
Senior Editor
Successful applicant will be English speaker, dynamic self starter with ability to produce results.
Paid Student Intern
Great opportunity for student that is majoring in Journalism to get hands-on experience.
Cultural Editor, Layout Artist
Full time
Courier
Office Manager, Distribution Manager

Please send your cv to:

jortega@passportmagazine.ru
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Information
Emergency Services
Fire brigade
01
Police
02
Medical help (ambulance) 03
Emergency situation 04
Rescue team
7 (495) 937 9911
Accident and emergency
situation report
7 (495) 284 0025
Car accident information
7 (495) 208 6413
Information GIBDD (Government
Inspection of Driving & Safety)
7 (495) 208 8224
Moscow criminal investigations
7 (495) 200 9309
Medical Help
Emergency medical information
(pay call) 7 (495) 457 6311
Urgent physiological help
7 (495) 784 8169
Moscow pharmacies info
7 (495) 255 0006
Information about patients in all Moscow
hospitals
7 (495) 445 0102
Postal and Courier services
EMS – Garantpost 7 (495) 257 1454
DHL 7 (495) 956 1000
Express Post 7 (495) 755 5105
FEDEX 7 (495) 234 3400
TNT 7 (495) 797 2777
UPS 7 (495) 961 2211
Pony Express 7 (495) 937 7777
MKS 7 (495) 780 3295
«Courier» 7 (495) 725 0770
Cross Business Courier
7 (495) 101 3546
Taxi and Limo Reservation
Women taxi
www.taxiforwomen.ru
7 (495) 778 7333
New taxi
www.newmoscowtaxi.ru
7 (495) 780 6780
New yellow taxi
7 (495) 940 8888
Taxi Nostalgie
www.vizov.ru
7 (495) 727 9070
Dynamic Taxi
www.taxi-dynamic.ru
7 (495) 107-5338
VIP Moscow limousines
www.moscowlimos.ru
7 (495) 783 7083
Limo world
www.limo-world.ru
7 (495) 916 1981
Metro
Information
7 (495) 288 0326
Lost and found information
7 (495) 222 2085
Air Tickets and Airports
Aeroflot (Reservation and sale)
www.aeroflot.ru
7 (495) 223 5555
Information about flights and arrivals
MGTS – Moscow city telephone
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services (pay call) 05 bip 3
Avia information
7 (495) 536 6849
Bykovo airport
7 (495) 558 4738
Vnukovo airport
7 (495) 436 2813
Domodedovo airport
7 (495) 933 6666
Sheremetyevo – 1
7 (495) 232 6565
Sheremetyevo – 2
7 (495) 956 4666
Railway
Central railway information bureau
(24 hours)
7 (495) 266 9330
Tickets reservation
7 (495) 266 8333
Luggage delivery
7 (495) 927 2005
Belorussky train station
7 (495) 9973 8191
Kazansky train station
7 (495) 264 6556
Kievsky train station
7 (495) 240 0415
Kursky train station
7 (495) 916 2003
Leningradsky train station
7 (495) 262 9143
Paveletsky train station
7 (495) 235 0522
Rizhsky train station
7 (495) 971 1588
Savelovsky train station
7 (495) 285 9005
Yaroslavsky train station
7 (495) 921 5914
Lost and found items in a bus, tram
and trolleybus
7 (495) 971 0291
River Terminals
North terminal
7 (495) 457 4050
Tickets reservation, sales and delivery
7 (495) 458 9163
South terminal
7 (495) 118 7811
Museums
Kremlin «Armory museum»
Kremlin «Patriarshy Palace»
Kremlin «Uspensky cathedral»
Kremlin - Church of Rizopolozhenie
Kremlin – Blagoveshchensky cathedral
Kremlin – Arkhangelsky cathedral
7 (495) 203 0349
Lenin mausoleum
7 (495) 623 5527
Novodevichy monastery
7 (495) 246 8526
Pokrovka Cathedral
7 (495) 298 3304
Old English courtyard
7 (495) 298 3952
Central museum of armed forces
7 (495) 681 4877
Museum mansion of Arkhangelskoe
7 (495) 363 1375
Kremlin in Izmailovo
7 (495) 166 5838
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Museum in Kolomenskoe park
7 (495) 231 3325
7 (495) 115 2768
Shopping Malls
Museum mansion «Abramtsevo»
Crocus City mall
7 (495) 993 0033
www.crocus-city.ru
Museum mansion «Izmailovo»
7 (495) 727-2424
7 (495) 367 5661
GUM 7 (495) 788-4343
Museum mansion «Ostankino»
www.gum.ru
7 (495) 683 4645
TSUM 7 (495) 933 33 99
Museum mansion «Ostafyevo»
www.tsum.ru
7 (495) 119 7300
«Atrium» 7 (495) 970 1555
Mansion «Kuskovo» and museum of
www.atrium.su
ceramics
Mega 7 (495) 933 7450
7 (495) 370 0160
www.megamall.ru
Tsaritsyno
«Evropeisky» 7 (495) 629 9670
7 (495) 321 0743
«Okhotny Ryad» 7 (495) 737 8594
Museum and house of Stanislavsky
Movie theaters
7 (495) 629 2855
Formula kino 7 (495) 795 37 95
MKhAT museum
www.formulakino.ru
7 (495) 629 0080
Luxor 7 (495) 204 42 04
Museum apartment of Nemirovich
Karo-film 7 (495) 545 05 05
– Danchenko
www.karo-film.ru
7 (495) 209 5391
Five stars 7 (495) 916 91 74
www.5zvezd.ru
Theater museum named after Bakhrushin
Cinema park 7 (495) 727 34 97
7 (495) 953 4470
www.cinemapark.ru
Center-museum of Vladimir Vysotsky
Nescafe IMAX 7 (495) 775 77 79
7 (495) 915 7578
www.nescafe-imaxcinema.ru
Museum house of L. Tolstoy
Illusion 7 (495) 915 43 39
7 (495) 201 5811
Khudozhestvenny
Brusov House
7 (495) 291 5598
7 (495) 680 3017
Literature museum
Rolan 7 (495) 916 91 90
7 (495) 621 3857
Other information phone numbers
Pushkin museum
Business contact Information 009
7 (495) 637 3256
Telegram over the phone 06
Book museum
Moscow addresses information
7 (495) 203 7867
7 (495) 943 5001
Museum house of Shalyapin
Directions in Moscow
7 (495) 205 6236
(pay call) 7 (495) 943 5001
Skryabin museum
Information about disappeared children
7 (495) 241 1901
7 (495) 401 9011
Museum of musical culture named after
Lost documents
Glinka
7 (495) 200 9957
7 (495) 739 6226
Weather in Moscow
Darwin museum
(pay call) 7 (495) 975 9133
7 (495) 135 3382
Weather in other capitals of the world
Zoological museum of MGU
(pay call) 7 (495) 975 9111
7 (495) 203 8923
Golden pages information
Paleontology museum
(free information service)
7 (495) 339 1500
7 (495) 737 3873
Central address bureau
Mosfilm museum
of Moscow GUVD
7 (495) 143 9599
7 (495) 978 2820
Chocolate fabric museum
Moscow association of customers
“Krasny Octyabr”
protection
7 (495) 696 3552
7 (495) 925 4323
Museum of hunting and fishing
Central information office of funeral
7 (495) 785 3333
services 7 (495) 702 0000
Russian Gosfilmofond museum
Service «Family and Marriage»
7 (495) 546 0520
7 (495) 231 6557
Museum of air forces
Express information
7 (495) 526 3327
Museum of Moscow history
(mobile operator MTS) 898, 899
7 (495) 624 8490
Moscow emergency team (MTS) 112
Museum of modern Russia
Express information (mobile operator
7 (495) 699 6724
Megafon) 0909
Museum of tanks in Kubinka
Moscow emergency team
7 (495) 592 2406
(Megafon) 0911
Museum – panorama
Express information service (mobile
«Borodinskaya battle»
operator Beeline) 0630
7 (495) 148 1967
Moscow rescue team (Beeline) 911
Moscow house of
photography
www.passportmagazine.ru

Distribution List
Marriott Tverskaya
Metropol
Mezhdunarodnaya 2
Moscow Country Club
Maxima Hotels
National
Novotel 1, 2
Orlyonok
Proton
Radisson Slavyanskaya
Renaissance
Sheraton Palace
Soyuz
Sretenskaya
Swissotel Krasnie Kholmy
Tiflis
Volga
Zavidovo
Zolotoye Kol'tso

Business Centers

Restaurants & Bars
13 Sandwiches
Academy
Acapulco
Accenti
Adriatico
Alpen Terrasse
American Bar&Grill
Antonio
Art Bazar
Art Chaikhona
Australian Open
Muskat
BeerHouse
Blue Elephant
Bookcafe
Cafe Cipollino
Cafe Michelle
Cafe Mokka
Casual
Сarre Blanc
Che
Cicco Pizza
Coffee Bean
Colonna
Correas'
Darbar
Deli France
Donna Klara
Dorian Gray
Five rings
French Cafe
Gallery of Art
Gandhara
Gibo e Viso
Gorki
Guilly's
Hard Rock Cafe
Hic Bibitur
Ichiban Boshi
IL Patio
Italianets
Ju Ju
Khajuraho
Labardans

Le Club
Leonardo
London Pub
Los Bandidos
Louisiana Steak House
Moka-Loka
Molly Gwinn's Pub
My Place
Night Flight
Noahs Ark
Nostalgie
Pancho Villa
Paper Moon
Parisienne
Pizza Maxima
Planet Sushi
Porto Maltese
Public
Pyramid
Rendezvous
R&B cafe
Santa Fe
Scandinavia
Shafran
Shamrock
Silvers Irish Pub
Simple Pleasures
Starlite Diner
Sudar
T. G .I. Friday's
Talk of Town
Tesora
The Place
The Real McCoy
Trattoria Macaroni
Tunnel
Uzbekistan
Vanila SKY
V.I.P.National
Vesna
Yapona Mama
Yellow Sea
Zapravochnya

Hotels
Alrosa
Ararat Park Hyatt
Art-Hotel
Baltchug Kempinski
Belgrad
Globus
East-West
Katerina
Marriott Grand
Marriot Royal Aurora

American Center
Business Center Degtyarny
Business Center Mokhovaya
Daev Plaza
Ducat Place 2
11 Gogolyevsky
Iris Business Centre
Japan House
Krylatsky Hills
LG Electronics
McDonald’s Building
Meyerkhold House
Morskoi Dom
Mosalarko Plaza
Mosbusiness Center
Moscow Business Center
Mosenka 1, 2, 3, 4, 5
Novinsky Passage
Olympic Plaza
Parus Business Center
Petch & Abels
Romanov Dvor
Samsung Center
Sodeksho
Usadba Centre
Usadba Centre JTI
Western Bridge Business Cntr.

Embassies
Australia
Austria
Belgium
Brazil
Canada
China
Cyprus
Czech Rebublic
Denmark
Egypt
Finland
France
Germany
Greece
Hungary
Iceland
Indonesia
India
Ireland
Israel
Italy
Japan
Kuwait
Luxembourg
Netherlands
New Zealand

Norway
Pakistan
Peru
Philippines
Poland
Portugal
Saudi Arabia
Singapore
Slovenia
South Africa
South Korea
Spain
Sweden
United Arab Emirates
United Kingdom
U.S. Embassy

Medical/Dental centers
Adventist Health Center of Mos.
American Clinic
American Dental Clinic
American Dental Center
American Medicical Center
American-Russian Dental Сntr.
European Dental Center
European Medical Center
French Dental Clinic
German Dental Center
International SOS Alarm Center
International SOS Medical Clinic
US Dental Care
MedinCentre

Residential complexes
Park Place (office)
Pokrovky Hills
Rosinka (Office)
Rosinka (Sportcenter)

Business Organizations
American Chamber of Commerce
European Business Club
Russo-British Chamber of
Commerce

Finnair
JAL
Streamline
Swiss International
Japan Airlines

Others
Allied Team Russia /Allied
Pickfords
Anglia Bookshop
Anglo-American School
Rockwell Automation
American Bar Association
American Institute of Business
and Economics
Apple Computer
Baker Hughes
Banque Societe Generale Vostok
ВВС
Citi Bank
DHL
Eurasia
General Electric Co
General Motors CIS
Goodyear
Halliburton International
Hinkson Christian Academy
ICIC Bank
Indian Shop
Ital-Market
John Lang Lasalle
Mars LLC
Mega
NB Gallery
PBN Company
Penny Lane Realty
Philips Russia
Procter & Gamble
Raiffeizenbank Austria
Renaissance Capital
Shishkin Gallery
The Expat Salon
The Imperial Tailoring Co.
TSM Limousine service
Unilever

Fitness Centers
Dr. Loder
Gold's Gym
Sport Line Club
Radisson Slavyanskaya Sport Club

Airlines/Travel Companies
American Express
Aviatransagentstvo
Astravel
Capital Tours
Cathay Pacific
Czech Airlines
Delta Airlines
Egypt Air
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Moscow Rotarians Enjoy Themselves
text Ram Kumar

photos Denis Manko

N

early 90 Rotarians and their wives of the German-speaking Rotary Club, Moscow
Humboldt, and joined by the President of the Rotary Club Moscow International and
its delegation, enjoyed an evening filled with entertainment and sumptuous food on the
8th of December. Hosted by His Excellency Dr. Walter Schmid, the German ambassador
to Russia, at his palatial residence, the event was their Annual Christmas Charity Dinner.
Money was collected through the sale of raffle tickets which contained special commemorative prizes. A 1,200 Euro Mont Blanc pen was auctioned for over 53,000 rubles
which was donated to the Rotary charities.
Guests were entertained by the chamber ensemble “Musica Viva” with mellifluous music of
Telemann, Kreisler & Bach. His Excellency joined
the Rotarians in celebrating the success of the
fund-raising dinner.

Slavinsky Gallery: a Journey from
Saint Petersburg to Moscow
text and photos Alevtina Kashitsina

A

t the Millionnaire’s Fair the presentation of new works by Ivan Slavinsky
took place. The press conference dedicated to the event took place at the
stand of Slavinsky’s gallery. Renata Litvinova (famous Russian scriptwriter
and actress) was invited to the show. Last summer thanks to the efforts of
Dmitry Pushilin, patron of arts, Slavinsky’s gallery opened in Saint Petersburg directed by Pushilin himself. Ivan’s works have already been in European private collections for a long time, now it is time for Russian collectors
to get better acquainted with the works of this talented artist.
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Lucia at Fashion Week in Moscow – Fashion Trends
text Alevtina Kashitsina

G

photos courtesy of Zeppilin Pro

ostiny Dvor gathered many celebrities at Moscow Fashion Week. Many of them not only
posed for photo and video cameras but performed as models on the catwalk. Along with
the fashion shows, there were many entertainment surprises which were prepared by the
Lucia Trade Mark. All the guests had a chance to discuss the fashion trends of Russian designers in an exquisite space of the Lucia Smoking Lounge. Every evening there were masterclasses in fashion, which turned into utter improvisation as stylists tried to create for their
guests new fashion images with accessories, make-up and vintage fashion.

Killing me Softly with the Taste of Money…
text Annet Kulyagina

W

photos Sergey Koshkin

hat is the smell of success and money? Cigars and jazz, carnival dancers and excellent wine? The Grand Havana Room smelt of success at its opening in December,
and as a Christmas/New Year present to the wealthiest and most powerful businessmen
in Moscow, the exclusive Elite International Business Club finally came to Russia.
It is the newest member in the family of Grand Havana Rooms in all the expensive cities of the world and features the finest dining and entertainment, plus great wines and
spirits, conference rooms, screening rooms and the largest humidor room in Europe,
with 400 private boxes for members. Membership is by invitation only and gives the
members a chance to shake hands with Sylvester Stallone, Mel
Gibson, Ben Affleck, Richard Parsons or even California Governor, Arnold Schwarzenegger. All are members, and the only
thing to do is to catch them when they are visiting the new
Grand Havana Room in Moscow.
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Relief from Stress
text Alevtina Kashitsina

photos Arseny Alikhanov and Alevtina Kashitsina

O

n the 15th December the opening of the painter Hadji-Murad Alikhanov’s
works took place in the Gallery “System” at Gorki-8. Color is not simply
a fact of life but presents mood and feelings for this painter. Alikhanov comes
from Dagestan, where he began his study in the arts. Alikhanov became interested in Eisenstein’s research on color, and at the completion of his studies
he made a decision to continue his education as a stage director, so he moved
to Leningrad. For Alikhanov the two professions of painter and director have
much in common. It is said that his works give relief from stress, using the
colors that are so vivid and harmonious.

Malaysian Students Raise Money for Orphanage
text and photos James Alexander

A

t a December charity concert, the Sechenov Malaysian Student Association presented
a check for 125,000 rubles to the Children’s Hope International charity which runs
medical and social programs for orphans and at-risk children in 10 regions of Russia.
Some 2,000 Malaysians are studying to be doctors at Sechenov, the Moscow Medical
Academy under an international agreement. The number is planned to increase to 10,000
in coming years. The program is crucial to Malaysia’s health care plans.
Jaclyn Victor, the winner of the first Malaysian Idol television competition in 2004, was
the star of the Christmas Bash concert. Jaclyn comes from an Indian Christian family in
Kuala Lumpur and is active in church events.
Malaysian Ambassador, His Excellency.Dato Mohammad Kalis, was guest of honor at the
concert, which was attended by a number of diplomats from Malaysia, Zimbabwe, Nigeria and the U.S. The Project President was Dalvinder Singh, a 21-year old medical student who led a 20-strong committee in organizing a very sophisticated and professional
event, featuring the Tourism Malaysia Dance Troupe, a Malaysian break dance group, an
international Christmas choir, a fashion show with stunning Malaysian models and some incredible acrobatics by
a Brazilian Capoiera group.
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Art Manezh
text Daniel Klein

O

photos Alevtina Kashitsina

n December 13-17, 2007 Armenian-born painter Hrachya Harutiunian who resides in
Moscow, exhibited his paintings at ART MANEZH which was held at Moscow’s Manezh
Exhibiton Center. Like last year’s show, Mr Harutiunian’s was sponsored by the Hellevig,
Klein & Usov law firm, and by Avenir.
ART MANEZH is one of Russia’s biggest public art exhibitions, including amateurs and
professionals. Several hundred Russian artists exhibited their works. Now that it has been
confirmed that there are more than 100,000 millionaires in Russia, interest in art is continually increasing. As a result, art prices in general have been appreciating at a rate several
times that of inflation.

Refugee Children Hosted at Christmas Party
text and photos John Logan

O

PORA, an NGO working with refugee children, Russian street children and orphans,
held a Christmas celebration in Moscow in January where Dr. Gezahgn Wordofa, the
general director of OPORA handed out chocolate from Dirol Cadbury and toys and clothing donated by the social club of the Canadian Embassy, and the Diplomatic Services
Family Association of the British Embassy.
OPORA was founded by refugees in 2003 for the support of refugees in Moscow and
the surrounding area. The majority of the refugees come from Afghanistan, Iran, Iraq,
Congo, Burundi and Somalia, but some were from as far away as Latin America. Over
the years, the mandate of OPORA has expanded to include the needs of Russian homeless, orphan and street children in response to their growing numbers in Moscow and
the surrounding area.
For more information contact opora2003@yahoo.com.
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Last Word

Inguna Penike
Wife of the Latvian Ambassador, President of the International
Women’s Club of Moscow
talks to Alevtina Kashitsina
- Inguna, how
long have you been in
Moscow?
My family – my
husband, my daughter,
son and myself - came to
Moscow two years ago
when my husband was appointed Ambassador to Russia.
- Is it difficult to live away from home?
Moscow was not a totally unknown place to me as I had been here
on several occasions in Soviet times. So I have the great opportunity
to see and appreciate the immense changes that had taken place since
then.
- You speak Russian so well!…
I try to encourage everybody to learn the Russian language, because
it will help us to better understand the treasures of the Russian culture,
and open the way to the hearts of the Russian people.
- You have made a wonderful career… You are a President!
The IWC of Moscow was initially founded with two main purposes.
The first was to help people in need in and around Moscow. The second
was to integrate women into life in Moscow, and allow them to make
new friends.
So was I integrated. From my first day here I have been a member
of the IWC. Up to now I took a passive interest in the activities of the
organization. But this year it happened that Carmen [Carmen Casey
(Ireland/Argentina)], Nubia [Nubia Perone de Meyer (Uruguay)] and
myself have come together to share the responsibilities of leading this
organization. And I hope that there will be even more dynamism and
different initiatives this year.

photos Alevtina Kashitsina

- IWC is seriously involved with charities…
Correct. Within the IWC there exists a group of 15 people to work
on the numerous charities that the organization is involved with in Mos-
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cow. And certainly the work would be impossible without our volunteers,
of whom we now have 130. And as for the projects themselves, they are
normally related to assisting children, elderly people and all those who
need help. Thus, our co-ordinators work on baby houses, children at
risk, orphanages, internats, detention centers, foster families and hospitals
for the elderly, the disabled and street people.
- There must be some charity funds… Where do they come
from?
IWC has two main fund-raising activities, the Winter Bazaar and
the Embassies Dinner and Ball. Both events donate 100% of their funds
to IWC charities. These are the funds that are used to subsidize IWC
charity work for the following year. That is why we try our best to hold
those events at a high level.
- Compared to earlier times when was it more difficult to
raise the funds?
I can say confidently that now more people simply give donations,
and more enterprises spend money on charity. This is a good sign. I am
pleased to notice that social responsibility really becomes life.
- Tell us more about the charity events the IWC
organizes.
The Winter Bazaar takes place in December. The embassies can
promote products of their countries, and the public can buy beautiful
Christmas and New Year presents from the vast choice of handicrafts,
clothes, jewels, souvenirs, beverages, traditional food and many other
exciting things. This time, for example, we had 5000 visitors!
- What about the Ball? I know the IWC is celebrating its
30th anniversary in 2008?
You are right. On the 9th of February there will be a Ball at the
Tsaritsyno Grand Palace. Unfortunately I cannot unveil the program
of the evening but I can promise that this evening is going to be full
of surprises. Along with invitations to embassies, we sell tickets, thus
we make it possible for our guests to easily participate in charity
themselves. P

